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The· author was requested by the International Development Research 
Centre to, review the progress of the Centre-supported Forestry Technology 
(Andean P'act) Project being carried out by the Junta del Acuerdo de 
Cartagena,. with particular reference to Subprojects 3. 2 (Grading), 
3.3 (Struc~tural Design) and 3.4 (Connections). 
The'. specific terms of reference are as follows: 
(a) to· make a detailed evaluation of the research work carried 
ou.t to date pertaining to timber design -and. engineering 
for use of tropical hardwoods in structural applications; 
(b), to· r:eview the research undertaken to develop standards for 
gradi.ng tropical hardwoods and systems for assembling 
str.u:ctural wood members; 
(c)1 to assess and diScuss the research methodology for the 
preparation of design tables and charts for a wide range 
of structures; and, 
(d). to make recommendations on any action or changes which 
shouli be implemented in order to ascertain that the 
research being carried out will lead to the development 
of technology for the use of tropical.woods for structural 
purposes in c0nstruction. 
Tc tb~s end, the author accompanied Mr. Gilles Lessard, the Associate 
Director (.FOrest Science) of the Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Sciences 
Division of: the Centre, and Mr. Martin Chudnoff of the U.S. Forest Products 
Laboratory,, Madison. Wisconsin, to Peru, Ecuador, Cc!cmbia and Venezuela 
in tha per:fuld November 15 to December 5, 1975. 
Wf.tbin these four countries, the following were visited: 
(a) of.fices of the Junta, Lima, Peru; 
(b) fielldl collection sites and sawmill, Bosque Nationale de Iparia, · 
Peru:;: 
(c) the\ wood technology laboratories, Universidad Agraria la Molina, 
Lima,. Peru; 
(d) Centta de Investigacion y Capacitacion Forestal, Conocoto, Ecuador; 




















(f) Laboratorio de Resistencia de Materiales de la Facultad de 
Ingenieria Civil de la Universidad Central, Quito, Ecuador; 
(g) offices of INDERENA, Bogota, Colombia; 
(h) Universidad Distrital de Bogota, Colombia; 
(i) Universidad Nacional de Medellin, Colombia; 
(J) 'I..aboratorio Nacional de Productos Forest ales, Ministerio de 
Agricultura y Cria, Universidad de los Andes, Merida, Venezuela; 
(k) offices of '"JAO Project VEN 019, Caracas, Venezuela. 
At this point, the author would like to acknowledge with gratitude 
the complete cooperation extended to him by all members of the Project, 
particularly by Ing. Jose Carlos. Cano. Sr. Cano accompanied the Centre 
team throughout its three-week visit and, in addition to being a charming 
travelling companion, tirelessly translated between Spanish and English 






















2. AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT 
2.1 The Problem as Perceived bv the Junta 
The fore~try resources of the Andean Pact countries are underutilized -
in terms of the volume of wood harvested, or the uses to which the wood is 
put, or both. 
In regard to harvesting, it is understood that, in many areas, only 
a small percentage of wood is cut for purposes other than fuelwood, and that 
this small percentage is destined mainly for the export market and for domestic 
use as furniture and as decorative panelling. 
Although there is an historical precedent for the use of wood in major 
public buildings and in grander private residences, wood is currently regarded 
as "the poor man's building material" or, at best, a temporary building 
material. Consequently, where wood!!!.. used in construction, it appears-without 
benefit of professional design and thus is generally not resistant to the 
effects of earthquakes, fire and deterioration by insects and decay fungi. 
Compounding the problem are the shortages of engineers, architects 
and craftsmen trained in the proper use of tropical woods in construction, 
and of courses and training programs to counter this shortage. 
Nor, by and large, has there appeared to be (prior to the Forestry 
Technology project) any strong desire on the part of the governments, the 
financial institutions or the forest products -industry to support the 
development of engineered wood products in construction. 
Ironically, the problem of an underutilized, abundant and renewable 
resource of construction materials exists side-by-side with an area plagued 
by chronic housing shortages. 
2.2 General Approaches to Solving the Problem 
The Junta's method of tackling the problem consists of the following. 
(a) To sample the forest resources of B:olivia, Peru, Ecuador, Colombia an.d 
.Venezuela to the extent of 20 species per country, in order to develop 
a database for 100 species, many of which have not previously been 
studied to any extent. 
(b) To determine the basic properties and characteristics of these species: 
(i) specific gravity 
(ii) natural durability 
(iii) treatability 
(iv) drying behaviour: rate, shrinkage 9 fiber saturation point 
(v) mechanical properties 
(vi) workability or machining characteristics 
(vii) jointing ability v 
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(c) To prepare a manual (the "Cartilla") for the proper use of these species 
in construction, including architectural and structural design and urban 
planning. 
(d) To develop an infrastructure, centred on the Project researchers in each 
cowrt:r.y and based on the distribution of the Cartilla, of professionals, 
craftsmen, educators and government decision-makers familiar with the 
proper use of wood in construction. 
(e) To encourage, tllrough liaison with educators and the forest products . 
indus1tr.y, courses and demonstration projects to teach and display how 
wood. ean be successfully used in construction •. This activity will also 
be based on the Cartilla. 
















.3. DETERMINATION OF THE STRENGTH PROPERTIES AND ALLOWABLE STRESSES 
FOR STRUCTURAL LUMBER 
3.1 Proposed Methods of Testing and of Deriving Allowable Stresses 
In general, the approach is to test small, clear, green specimens 
of wood according to the provisions of ASTM Standard Dl43, "Standard Method 
of Testing Small Clear Specimens of Timber", and then to derive allowable 
stresses from these results by procedures of ASTM Standard D245, "Standard 
Methods for Establishing Structural Grades and Related Allowacle Properties 
for Visually Graded Lull!ber". 
The specimen testing can be done using either the Primary or 
Secondary Methods of ASTM Dl43, the difference corresponding mainly to the 
use of a 2" x 2" or l" x l" cross-sectional area for the static bending and 
compression parallel to grain tests. 
The derivation of allowable stresses from these results is of 
particular interest. To illustrate the procedure, the allowable stress in 
static bending for in-grade, full-size lumber members is calculated by the 
following steps: ~__,., 
(a} obtaining the mean modulus of rupture value for a population of small, 
clear, green static bending specimens according to Dl43, 
(b} deducting 1.645 standard deviations from the mean value to arrive at a 
lower 5% exclusion limit value, 
(c) multiplying by a reduction factor representing the effect of duration 
of load when comparing ten-year strengths with ten-minute strengths, 
(d} multiplying by a factor gr~ater than unity to represent the increase 
in strength obtained as wood dries below the fibre saturation point, 
(e) multiplying by a reduction factor representing the effect of beam depth 
when comparing full-size members to test specimens, 
(f) multiplying by a reduction factor (the "strength ratio") which represents 
the weakening effect of growth defects (e.g., knots, sloping grain) which 
are permitted in a particular grade, and 
(g) multiplying by a factor representing the factor of safety. 
It is proposed in this project that the strength ratio values in (f) 
be obtained by testing full-size pieces of lumber which contain ·growth l 




















3. 2 Comments 
(a) During discussions with the Project researchers, one question kept 
recurring: "Should the static bending and compression parallel to grain 
test specimens have a 111 x 1 11 cross-section or a 2" x 2" cross-section?" 
In his report, Martin Chudnoff gives the opinion that "This option 
should be open to all laboratories. Some data are available, though, 
that suggest there should be a slight adjustment of values based on the 
·l~inch specimen for comparison with 2-inch material. Thus, small beam 
values might be deci;eased 5 to 8 percent for modulus of rupture ••••• " 
The author cannot disagree with this opinion, but a warning should 
be given to avoid placing any great importance on the numerical 
precision of the results obtained. As explained in (b) below, the 
appropriateness of deriving allowable stresses for in-grade structural 
lumber from the results of small clear specimens is questionable. 
Instead, it is recommended that the results be used only to allocate 
the species to various strength groups, perhaps "high", "medium", and 
"low" strength groups for want of a better designation. Allowable 
stresses for these groups can be tentatively assigned using the proposed 
procedures in order to get on with the job of using the lumber in 
structures, .but these stresses should be adjusted as soon as possible 
by tests on full-size, graded, structural members. 
(b) The traditional approach of deriving allowable stresses from tests 
on small, clear, green specimens is challenged by the work of Professor 
Borg Madsen of the University of British Columbia. (Because of the 
importance of this challenge to the structural utilization of wood, a 
copy of his summary paper is enclosed as Appendix B.) In this paper, 
he presents test data which lead him to question the following steps in 
the allowable stress derivation process: 
(i) the determination of the lower.5% exclusion limit value based on 
an assumed Gaussian distribution of strength values; this appears 
to b~ the case for small clear specimens but may not be for 
populations of in-grade lumber, 
(ii) the effect of duration of load at the lower 5% exclusion limit, 
(iii) the effect of moisture content changes at the lower 5% exclusion 
value, 
(iv) the reliability of grading rules in predicting strength at the 
lower 5% exclusion limit. 
Madsen proposes instead the proof-testing of in-grade full-size 
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recommends this method of obtaining allowable stresses eventually, 
i.e., after the immediate project program of work is completed. 
(c) ASTM Standard Dl43 includes several strength tests: static 
bending, compression parallel to grain, compression perpendicular to 
grain, tension parallel to grain, tension perpendicular to grain, 
cleavage, toughness, impact bending, nail withdrawal, hardness, and 
shear parallel to grain. It is the author's opinion that only two 
of these - static bending and compression parallel to grain - are 
particularly significant in the design process. The others lack 
direct applicability; for example, the size effects in shear parallel 
to the grain and in tension (and possibly, compression) perpendicular 
to the grain tend to overshadow the variation of these properties 
among the various species. Another example is the lack of direct 
relevance of the cleavage, hardness, nail withdrawal, toughness and 
impact bending tests to the majority of design situations. (In the 
latter two cases, a more appropriate measure of energy absorption . 
during seismic loading is simply the area under the load vs. deflection 
curves of the static bending and compression parallel to grain tests.) 
The author is nevertheless not prepared to recommend discontinuing 
these other tests because to do so could interrupt the momentum of the 
current testing program. It is mentioned here in order to assist in 
assigning priorities to the testing work in the event of financial, 





















4. GRADING: OF CONSTRUCTION LUMBER 
4 .1 S'awmill Survey 
Because of the great variability in the quality of lumber as it comes 
from the sawmill, there is a need for some system of classifying or "grading" 
wood to reflect its relative freedom from those defects, like knots, which 
will affect its end use. Although the usual methods of grading hardwood 
lumber and softwood lumber are both related to the presence of knots (among 
other. things), the approaches are different: hardwood grades are based on 
the amount of cuttings clear of knots which are obtainable from a board, 
but softwo.od stress grades depend upon the weakening effects of knots of 
certain sizes and locations in the plank. Consequently, it appears that the 
hardwood lumber studied in this Project will have to be graded using rules 
similar ta· those for softwood lumber. 
The Junta bas taken the very sensible approach of declining to 
automaticdly accept the North American grading rules (e.g., those of the 
National Lumber Grades Authority); instead, they have decided to go to the 
sawmill and. record the types, sizes, locations, and species-dependency of 
defects in hardwood lumber cut in the Andean Pact countries. From this . 
knowledge~ a set of grading rules related to relative frequency of d~fect 
occurrence .. can be devised. Once this is done, one can then determine the 
"strength ratio'' factors referred to in the previous chapter to be used 
in the der:fvation of allowable stresses; the strength ratios .would be 
determined. for the most severe defect permieted in each grade. 
4 •. 2'. Comments 
(a) 'lhe. author agrees with the approach taken by the Junta in their 
d'ecisfan to record defects contained in material coming from the saw 
and· to: relate the.ir strength classifications to this. Howeve:r, 
encouragement should be given to expanding and extending this p·rogram 
over the near future, because it is qui.te likely that defect-frequency 
occurrences will change with time. For example, it is possible that 
·sawing; techniques may change due to .the essentially different end uses 
of' the: lumber being produced, wi.th defects in the log being regarded 
differently by the sawyer for structural lumber than they are for 
furniture lumbe£. It is also possible that log characteristics wiil 
show gr.eater variability as the exploited forest resource is expanded 
ov.er the next decade. 
Also- for the future is the recommendation of the previous chapter 
that allowable stresses be based on proof-loading populations of 
in-grade· lumber. This process is possibly best carried out at the 
sawmill.; consequently, it is recommended that defect surveys a few 
years: from now be combined with the proof-loading program, and that 
the· pro.cess of defining strength grades and establishing allowable 
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(b) The next comment in regard to grading is a plea for simplicity. 
Recent work in Canada (discussed in Madsen's paper) indicates that 
our current grading rules are not dependably efficient in strength-
ranking of the various grades at the 5% exclusion limit, and there 
is a school of thought favouring a consolidatic:~ and simplification 
of our stress grades. This includes both the number of grades and 
the board characteristics which define the grades. Martin Chudnoff, 
in his report, has made reference to the "H Super Group" used for 
hardwood lumber in parts of Africa as a reference t:o consider when 
developing grading rules and the author concurs, although it is 
possible that it is perhaps too simplified for the Junta's purposes. 
Another reference is the Guyana Grading Rules for Hardwood Timber 
which, while worth considering, .is possibly more complex than is 
warranted in the present case. 
(c) Considering the classification of lumber for construction purposes 
in the broadest sense, it becomes apparent that grading for strength 
properties is only one aspect. It may be equally (or even more) 
worthwhile to consid'er a classification based on overall suitability 
for various end-uses. In this respect, durability assumes major 
importance - durability against fungal decay and against insect 
attack - as well as.the alternative consideration of its treatability 
with preservatives. 
I.f this line of reasoning is pursued, there are several different 
formats for an overall classification system which might be worth 
examining. (It should be emphasized that all of this discussion 
assumes that the species of each piece of lumber is known or can be 
determined - this is an enormous problem in itself,. but individual 
species determination is an objective of the Project, so let us 
proceed using this assumption.) One such format is the following. 
-()- )Jy-J 
·1.-J 
Two large charts are prepared: (i) a Service Requirements Chart, and 
(ii) a Species Properties Chart. The Service Requirements Chart shows, 
along one axis, the various specific construction elements for which 
wood can be used, e.g., finish flooring, subfloor, floor joists, 
load-bearing studs, non-load-bearit;tg studs, columns, beams, exterior 
wall cladding, interior wall cladding, roof rafters, roof decking, 
(. 
roof trusses, foundation piles, structural poles, stairs and steps, 
finish woodwork, window frames, etc. Along the other ax~s of this 
chart are the minimum properties which a species of wood will have to 
possess to provide satisfactory performance, e.g., strength, stiffness,_ 
durability, treatabllity, workability, dimensional stability, 
fastenability, toxicity, thermal insulation, etc. It would also be 
reasonable to subdivide the minimum required properties according to 
the climatic zone in which these elements are to be used, e.g., 
coastal, mountain, forest. The classifications in the matrix might 



















The second chart, the Species Properties Chart, would then list, 
for all of the species considered, their rating for each of the 
properties listed in the previous chart. 
Using these two charts, the material selection process in design 
reduces to the designer selecting the minimum properties he needs 
for the wood components of his structure according to the first chart, 
and then, from the second chart, determining what species will perform 
satisfactorily. This process has the additional advantage of being 
very flexible: the designer has essentially a free choice among a 
number of suitable species for any particular structural element and he is 
then able to impose the criteria of cost, availability, appea%ance, etc., 
to make his final species selections. 
(d) In regard to the allocation of work on the Grading Subproject 
between the Junta and the national counterparts, it seems clear that 
the role of the counterparts should be restricted to the collection. 
of data on lutDber characteristics and that the process of grade 
development should be solely the responsibility of the Junta. To do 
otherwise would undoubtedly result in a diversity of philosophies 
which would substantially retard this effort. 
There have been some comments that the data collection forms are 
· not as well designed as they might be. Becauue of the crucial nature 
of proper connnunication on this matter, it is recommended that, where 
ambiguities may develop, Junta personnel should travel to the 
counterpart to clear up any difficulties as soon as possible. 
(e) Another system of stress grading that was discussed was "machine 
stress rating". In this process, a small load is applied to a piece 
of lumber and the resulting deflection is mflasured, or vice versa. 
This enables one to compute the modulus of elasticity of the piece, 
and by means of a correlation between modulus of elasticity and modulus 
of rupture, the bending strength of the piece can be estimated. By · 
applying a factor of safety, the correct allowable stress for that 
particular piece of lumber can be determined and stamped on the board. 
It is the author's opinion that consideration of this system of 
grading is premature. One reason is that there are actually only a 
.few applications in timber construction where stress rated lumber is 
really needed, e.g., for fabricators of long-span light trusses and 
for laminating stock in glued-laminated timber. Another problem 
concerns the efficiency of the stiffness-strength correlation for 
in-grade lumber: this has been questioned. Finally, size 
standardizations for lumber are neede~ in order fo~ a stress-rating 
machine to operate in a production situation. The last of these three 
reasons for def erring consideration of .machi.i:~.~ stress-rating is the 
least serious, but it underlines the fact that this system of grading 




















Another consideration for the future is the hope that regional 
standards associations will develop out of the Junta's efforts, 
and that. these will be responsible for the establishment and 


















5. CONNECTIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION LUMBER 
5.1 Proposed Methods of Test 
This Subproject is concerned with testing the ability of the subject 
species to resist double-shear loads applied to nai.led and bolted connections. 
To a large extent, the test methods are based on the requirements of ASTM 
Standard Dl761, "Standard Methods of Testing Metal Fasteners in Wood". Two 
lengths of nail -(2-1/2" and 4") and three lengths of 1/2" diameter bolt 
(3 11 ,· ·S"', 9") are being tested for each of the 20 species selected by each 
country. 
The nails are to be tested in species with a specific gravity not 
exceeding 0.6, and the bolts in species with a specific gravity greater than 
0.6. All tests are to be conducted in the green condition. The experimental 
design is as follows: 
(a) Specific Gravity ~ 0.6 
No. of trees per species = 10 
No. of types of test per tree = 2 
(i) 2-1/2" nails 
(ii) 4" nails 
No. of replications per type = 2 
:. 40 test specimens per species 
(b) Specific Gravity > 0.6 
No. of trees per species 
No. of types of test per tree 
(i) 3" bolt - parallel to grain 
(ii) 3" bolt - perpendicular to grain 
(iii) S" bolt - parallel to grain 
(iv) S" bolt - perpendicular to grain 
(v) 9" bolt - parallel to grain 
(vi) 9" bolt - perpendicular to grain 
No. of replications per type 




The test specimens are all of the three-member type i~ which a double-
shear force on the fasteners is produced. The nailed test specimen involves 
parallel-to-grain loading only; four nails are driven from one side. The 
compressive load is applied to the top surface of the middle member and the 
·specimen is supported on the bottom faces of the two outer members. 
The bolted test specimens are of two types - parallel to grain loading 
and perpendicular to grain loading on the middle member. The first type is 
similar to the.specimen for nails in which all three members are aligned with 
their grain direction parallel to the load and compressive load is applied to 



















second type of specimen, the compressive force is applied to the outer two 
membe·rs which are parallel to the load. The middle member is perpendicular 
to the direction of load application, i.e., horizontal, and is supported on 
:f.ts underside. 
(a) 
. · \l· o· 
5. 2 €cnmnents 
Each Laboratory should have the most recent edition of the ASTM 
Book.of Standards on Wood Testing (Volume 22 of the 1975 Standards) • 
, It. wo.uld appear that the most efficient way of accomplishing this is for 
IDRC' to purchase the publications and to mail them to the various 
Laboratories; it seems that only the Merida Laboratory now has a copy. 
(b) D.'iscussions about this Subproject revealed considerable uncertainty 
about·. the details of the test procedure to be followe_d. Because the 
interpretation and comparison of test results for this work crucially 
depend' upon standardized test methods, it is strongly reco1ID11ended that 
the general ~oor<!!,nator of this Subproject, Sr. Julio Cesar Centeno of 
the Merida Laboratory in Venezuela, prepare a .very detailed test 
procedure, accompanied by a commentary, for distribution to the other 
countries for their comments and approval*, and then, if necessary, 
travel to the other countries to clear up any difficulties and to observe 
(
the tests in progress to ensure that the test procedures have not been · 
misunderstood. Alternatively, individual researchers who wish discussions 
on. th:fs could come to the Merida Laboratory to watch tests in progress. 
(c) Among other things, the following aspects of the test procedure 
should. be prescribed: 
(1:)) types of nails and bolts. It goes without saying that it is \ 
desirable to ~e the identical_IJ-8~!1d the __ !<!_en.ti.c;_~~·-~£!~ ~JI!.~~ach-j 
~· However, there is certainly no single type of nail 
(and possibly no bolt) which is locally available in all of the 
Andean Pact countries. Because the test results must be usable in 
each country, it unfortunately aprears necessary to deviate from 
the principle of fastener uniformity. In this circumstance, 
the author·recoil:lllends that a preliminary survey of locally 
available nails and bolts be made so that those finally selected 
for test will be as similar as possible in regard to the following 
characteristics: diameter, yield strength, coating, shank surface 
characteristics, tip and head (in order of priority). These 
properties should be carefully determined and recorded in each 
country. 
·(;;Li)) rat:e of loading. Although the difference is subtle, it appears that 
duratio~ of test may be a more important test parameter than rate 
of 1oading. It is therefore recommended that any prescribed rate 



















of loading be regarded only as a preliminary guideline and that 
a desired test duration of between five and twenty minutes be 
the important prescription. 
("Uii:J minimization of friction at the interfaces between the three 
members. The author recommends that steps be taken to attempt 
to eliminate the effect of friction in both the nailed joints and 
the bolted joints. One possible (but so far untested) method to 
consider is placing ~sheets of wax paper in each interface. 
Another method which was proposed, and which the author does Itot 
recounnend, is the placing of small shims between the members of 
the test joint.- Objections to this include .doubts about the 
uniformity and dependability of the shims being used properly, 
a problem which shoula not arise with the wax paper. 
(±:v-)) method of support of the bolted specimen with perpendicular to 
grain. loading. It is recommended that the provisions of ASTM 
Standard Dl761 be followed for this specimen, i.e., that the 
horizontal member be supported, not throughout its length, but on 
supports a clear distance apart equal to three.times the depth of 
.the horizontal member. 
(:v:)~ fastener holes. The author recommends that nail holes not be 
prebored and that bolt holes be drilled 1/16" oversize.--
C:v±),~ bolt tightness. The recommendations of ASTM Dl761 should be 
followed~ i.e. 1 "Abutting faces of joint members shall be brought 
into nonnally installed contact; the nut shall then be backed off 
and retightened to 'finger tightness'." 
(vii£_); washer type and size for the bolted joints. 
(1.d:f!:t)j standards for workmanship. The criteria for "tolerable error" -=---, 
in regard to specimen fabrication (including squareness) and 
load measurement should be quantified and emphasized. 
(l:x]; loading head. A spherical seat should be used. 
~)) frequency of calibration of ~he testing machine. 
(xE.l sequence, timing and priority of tests. It is recommended, for 
bolted joints, that parallel to grain tests receive a higher 
priority than perpendicular to grain tests, and that bolt length 




















In regard to testing machines, it is clear that the joints program 
will require a great deal of testing time.· Because the small clear 
specimen tests will also requ:f.re considerable testing time, it is 
possible that a bottleneck can occur in regard to testing facilities. 
To prevent this, the researchers in Ecuador have decided to use a small 
portable tester (of the type used for concrete cylinder tests) to 
supplement their use of a testing machine. This appears to be quite . 
{ 
satisfactory as the hydraulic loading system is capable of providing 
the required accuracy. It is recommended that the other Laboratories 
consider the possibility of doing the same if there appears to be a 
slowdown in the progres::i of the testing. 
(e) It is hoped that this Subproject on the resistance of simple nailed) 
and bolted joints will be only the beginning of years of testing and 
development for joints in tropical hardwoods. Possible topics for 
future testing (in order of priority) are: 
(i) durability and corrosion of fa§t~11grs. This one is critically 
important and it is hoped that work can begin on this as soon as 
possible. Several aspects are worthy of attention - general 
corrosion (oxidation) of metal fasteners, chemical corrosion 
of fasteners due to a combination of moisture and chemicals in the 
wood, and degradation of the wood itself ("nail sickness") due 
to chemical attack by corrosion by-products. For this purpose, 
it is suggested that extra test specimens be made up during the 
nail and bolt program and set aside in various environments for 
varying periods of time, and then examined and tested in an attempt 
to detect loss of performance with time. 
(ii) connector groups. It is known that the capacity per connector 
decreases aSChe number of connectors in a joint increases. The 
severity of this is somewhat species-dependent and so, it is 
hoped that work on various group configurations and sizes can 
begin at an early date. 
(iii) p~.aj,!l_St~ength of nails. It is not known, for 
tropical hardwoods, how much weak.er (if at all) this loading is 
than parallel-to-grain loading. Until this information is 
available, it would appear to be safe to perm.it loads for 
perpendicular-to-grain loading equal to 80% of parallel-to-grair. 
loading. 
(iv) effect Qf_ mois~ure-.content on stre~gth. Eventually, tests should 




















{v:): split ring and shear plate connectors. It will be helpful to 
the development O·f fully-engineered (e.g. , long-span) structural 
systems if reliable load-carrying and performance data are 
available for these types of connectors used in tropical hardwoods. 
With respect to corrosion considerations, it might be necessary 
to require galvanizing. 
(ri)i development of regional standards for nails and bolts. 
(vii) fatigue behaviour of joints and energy absorption during testing. 
This is information essential to proper design against seismic 
Ioading. - · ' 
(viif.)' truss plates. For the economical in-plant prefabrication of light 
roof trusses, these toothed plates are invaluable. However, 
because of the higher wood densities being considered, the author 
f.s not optimistic about much progress in this area. 
(ix)' glued joints. In-plant joints and on-site joints should be 
considered separately, with a warning that quality control of 
on-site glued joints is most difficult to achieve. 
(x): single-shear tests on nails. Th.is is possibly a more common 
construction arrangement than double-shear loading, but the 
double-shear nail tests in progress will yield conservative 
results· for single-shear loading.· 
(x:f)1 use of high-density hardwoods in place of steel in joints. This 
is fairly promising developmental work for the future because of 
the availability of high-density hardwoods and the elimination of 
many types of corrosion problems. (There are examples of this 
being done in the United States, e.g., a timber trestle and t.russ 
structure supporting an antenna could have no metal parts and so 
the bolts and nuts were made of wood-based composites.) But 
perhaps t:he first type to considec would be a wood disc to act 

















6. DESIGN OF WOOD STRUCTURES 
6.1 Proposed Program of Work 
The major objective is to prepare the Cartilla, i.e., a manual 
describing the principles and methodology of wood construction using the 
100 tropical hardwood species being studied. The Cartilla will be very bro.9.d 
in its scope, including urban planning and architectural design (the proper 
locating of wood houses on lots and in developments, considering solar 
radiation, ventilation, fire performance, etc.) and structural design (how 
to select structural sy~tems and members, and how to fasten and protect 
these systems). 
The Cartilla will be the focal point of a regional program of public 
education and promotion, which will address itself to the widest possible 
audience: craftsmen, contractors, educational institutions, government 
officials and financial institutions. The Junta and the counterparts will 
attempt to develop and nurture an infrastructure of people in the above 
categories who are knowledgeable about the proper use of wood in 
construction, so that the momentum generated by the Project will continue to 
grow to the benefit of the region. 
It is hoped also to encourage demonstration projects such as wood 
housing and industrial buildings of heavy timber construction. In regard to 
housing, the Junta has elected to concentrate on middle-income housing in an 
attempt to remove the stigma of wood being the "poor man's building material". 
In so doing, it differs philosophically from, for example, the FAQ project 
in Venezuela which appears to be more concerned with low-income housing. 
Another objective of this Subproject is to carry on a testing program 
for full-size structural elements, panels and components as an aid to design, 
particularly design against seismic loading. 
Development of design criteria for buildings is another task of the 
Design Subproject; this includes both structural loads and general service 

























A clear distinction should be made between the design of engineered 
structures (e.g., industrial buildings, commercial buildings, assembly 
buildings, bridges, towers, trestles, earth-retaining structures, cribs, 
wharves, etc.) and the design of semi-engineered structures (e.g., 
housing). One of the important differences is the degree of standardization 
which is possible in the two systems. A fairly typical situation in 
North America is that a national housing authority will specify the 
minimum requirements for housing and this extends to the specification 
of grades and sizes for individual structural elements; the basis for this 
specification includes· considerably more than strength acceptability -
also considered are static and dynamic stiffness, thermal and acoustic 
insulating value, fire performance, consumer preferences, and durability. 
In contrast to this, engineered construction is generally governed by a 
building c9de which specifies allowable stresses and d'eformations, 
among other things, and requires that the design be carried out by ~ 
professional engineer. In this situation, rarely is much standardization 
possible, and the process depends heavily on principles of mechanics. 
It is recommended that the workers in both the Design and Grading 
Subprojects consider observing the above distinction as they develop 
the Cartilla. It is likely that they will find that the design criteria 
should be different for the two types·of construction, and that safety 
and economy will be better achieved by this separation. 
With respect to demonstration projects for engineered construction 
in wood, it is strongly recommended that long-span structures (e.g., 
trusses, arches) as well as more complex systems (arches, shells, folded 
plates, lamella roofs) be not attempted in the near future. In North 
America, failures of this class of structures are proportionately much 
higher than for any other type of wood construction. Consequently, 
the Junta is urged to defer encouraging this type of construction until 
several years of satisfactory experience with simple short-span structures 
have been achieved. 
The Cartilla should be modular in its construction, with the ability 
to easily replace or insert individual sections. This will facilitate 
updating the Cartilla as revisions and additions are made to it, and 
Will afford better control over the edition which is currently in effect. 
Any particular section of the Cartilla may be written in different 
versions, depending upon the intended audience. For example, if there 
is a section on Nailing, the manner in which this material is presented 
to carpentr'Y or construction students and craftsmen will be substantially 

























&s: a possible model for design aids such as charts and graphs, the 
author· recommends referring to the Timber Design Manual published by 
the· Laminated Timber Institute of Canada, a copy of which was given to 
the: JUD.ta in November 1975. 
Ii:l order to make the most effective use of the funds available, it 
is recommended that photographs, drawings and graphs in the Cartilla be 
produced in black-and-white, and not in colour. 
As· mentioned earlier, the amount of information on connections to 
be gene·rated by the Project is not extensive and a considerable connnentary 
should' be produced to warn designers about the consequenc.es of extra-
polat:l:ng the basic data. Typical warnings would include some mention of 
the size or group effects on the capacity of joints, the possibilities 
of corrosion, the non-uniformity of nail and bolt types being tested, 
the. effect of duration of load, the effect of load orientation, etc. 
The author has been asked to off er an opinion regarding the proper 
respective roles of the Junta personnel and the national counterparts 
in the Design Subproject. The essential roles seem to be that the Junta 
will. prepare the Cartillaand the counterparts, with the Junta, will 
concentrate on building up the infrastructures in the various countries 
to make use of the Cartilla. But the role of the.counterparts need not 
wait: until the Cartilla is finished; the groundwork in establishing greater 
emphasis on wood construction at the universities and technical schools 
can be.gin immediately (and, in some cases, has already begun). In 
addition,. links with officials of financial institutions and governments 
(p.arti.cularly the housing ministries) can be enlarged upon to alert them 
to the. forth.coming technology. In this connection, it appears that in 
Venezuela,. a stronger coordination between the FAO architectural project 
in·. Caracas and the wood technology work in Merida would be mutually 
beneficial, and it is recommended that steps to be taken to achieve this. 
Anotbe-r role is in respect to the Glossary of Terms to appear in the 
Car.tilla;. the counterparts can identify local terminology which is in 
confl!:Ect with the Glossary; and so aid·th.e Junta writers. 
Vf.th regard to prefabrication and modnlar coordination, these should' 
be. encouraged for residential construction but probably not for other 
types; Qf wood construction, a-gain for reasons of natural standardization 
of sti:uctural elements. The production facilities for these, in the 
authcn:·'s opinion, should be close to the market and not to the resource. 
(In th:is 19 the author disagrees with the reconnnendation of Mr. Brealey 
in an. earlier report on the Forestry Technology Project.) The reason 
for· tli±s is, if it is close to where the units are being used, the 
prodW:r:'i:on of prefabricated components is more sensitive to the 









This market proximity is even more desirable where there are large 
concentrations of population, e.g., Lima, than is the case in Canada 
where the population is more dispersed. Finally, the shipping of 
prefabricated components like roof trusses usually involv~s a less 
dense (and less economical) shipping arrangemect and therefore 
transportation distances for prefabricated units should be less than 
those for rough lumber. 
(j) · · ··Questions were raised concerning additional laboratory facilities 
for the Junta in connection with the Design Subproject. The first of 
these deals with facilities for testing full-size structural members by 
~7 means of portable hydraulic equipment. This equipment could be used for ~ beam tests (e.g., solid beams, built-up beams) as well as for tests on 
floor, roof and wall panels. This is an excellent proposal and should 
be encouraged as long· as the equipment retains its ability to be used 
I -orJ 
Ci' 
for several different types of tests. · 
The other proposal was to build a "shaker.table" for simulating 
seismic loads on house modules. In view of the fact that a seismic 
testing unit will be installed in Caracas, and assuming that it will be 
available to the Subproject workers, an additional facility in Lima 





Future work in the development of design procedures could study 
"load-sharing" systems, i.e.,· 1oad distributions in redundant systems, 
and "progressive collapse", i.e., how to prevent the failure of one 
structural element from causing the overall collapse of the structure. 
In this latter case, the proper role of structural joints is very 
interesting: should they function, under some abnormal conditions of 
loading, as structural "separators" or as elements with extra ductibility 
and energy-absorbing abilities? 
I (1) Encouragement should be given to the development of permanent associations to facilitate communication among the various infrastructures. Three types are possible: 
(i) 
(ii) 
a scientific/technical society: similar to the Forest Products 
Research Society. Since FPRS is already an international society, 
one possibility co1Jld be to form one or two new sections of FPRS 
in South America. On an individual basis, there is now considerable 
communication between Project individuals and the FPRS, as well as 
an active involvement of FPRS in problems of tropical wood 
utilization. 
a standards association: similar to the Canadian Standards 
Association. This non-governmental organization promotes the 
voluntary standardization of a great range of industrial products 
including wood p·roducts. Its major approach is to set up committees 



















researchers - and to seek consensus. In the present case, such 
standardization attempts could extend to grading rules and 
allowable stresses, fastenings for wood construction, and lumber 
and panel sizes. 
(iii) a trade association: similar to the Canadian Wood Council or to 
the Council of Forest Industries of British Columbia. This is an 
association of producers of wood products who are interested in 
jointly promoting their products. This is accomplished through the 
preparation of educational materials, by advising governments, 
financial institutions and standards associations, and by (and 
this ·is most relevant to the Project) having field representatives 
available to solve on-site construction problems and to assist 
educators and designers. These people retain their credibility 
by not being part of the sales staff of the producers. 
(m) Another area for future development work concerns the use of s~ructural 
panel products like plywood and particleboard. Of these two, the latter 
product may be the one to concentrate on, first, because it makes more 
efficient use o·f the wood fibre resource, and secondly, because of the 
greater range of products of varying density and configuration which can 
be developed. It may be· of interest to note that, in North America, 
exterior particleboards are encroaching substantially on traditional 
plywood markets. 
(n) ·The author is delighted to see that structural designs prepared in 
(o) 
North America and Europe are not being copied unquestioningly. The 
Project design team is very much aware that these designs evolved in . 
response to structural requirements possibly quite different from those 
of the Andean Pact countries and have very sensibly decided to develop 
their design process from their own particular design criteria. 
Nevertheless, it might be useful for some of the workers in the 
Project to be more aware of the considerations and problems faced in the 
preparation of the Canadian wood design code, which is the responsibil~ty 
of the Canadian Standards Association Committee for Standard 086, "Code 
of Recommended Practice for Engineering Design in Wood." This committe~ 
is meeting in Ottawa April 21-23, 1976, and Project personnel would be 
.most welcome to attend as observers. The author recommends that. this 
trip be approved by IDRC, and would be prepared to escort the visitors 
during their stay in Ottawa. 
A final word on communication: it is the author's intention to 
continue to correspond directly with individuals in the various countries 
visited, to supply publications of interest and to inform them of educational 
and training opportunities as they occur. I~ is hoped that the IDRC will 
also regard the author's involvement in correspondence as a continuing 
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The author was retained by the International Development Research 
Centre under the following terms of reference: 
(a) to travel to Lima, Peru, for the period October 20 to 31, 1976, 
to review the activities of the Centre-supported Forestry 
Technology Project being carried out by the Junta del Acuerdo 
de Cartagena pertaining to timber design and engineering; 
_(b) to advise the Project staff on the testing methods to determine 
the strength properties· and allowable stresses for structural 
timber; 
(c) to advise the Project staff on the testing program for full-size 
structu~al. elements; 
(d) to provide guidance and assistance in the analysis of data and 
interpretation of the results of the various tests; and, 
(e) · to undertake such other assignments as are agreed upon between 
F. J. Keenan and the Centre. 
Included in this last item was a request to advise l:lpon the 
desirability of bringing other consultants to the Junta to assist with 
the work on design and testing, and the .proper timing of these visits. 
The author was also requested to review the work proposed in the second 
phase of the Project and to comment on the proposals. 
In carrying out this consultancy, visits were made in Lima to: 
(a) the offices of the Junta; 
· (b) Laboratorio de Ensayo de Materiales, Department of Civil Engineering, 
Universidad Nac.ional de· Ingerier:la; 
· (c) . the wood technology laboratories, Universidad Nacional Agraria 
La Molina; 
and.the following were interviewed:-
Sr. illlarcelo Tejada, General Coordinator 
Sr. Jose Carlos Cano, Coordinator, Subproject 3.2, Grading 
. Sr. Luis Takahashi, Coordinator, Subproject 3. 3, Design 
. Sr. Roberto Machicao, Specialist, structural d_esign 
Sr. Juvenal Baracco, Specialist, architectural design 
Sr. Sergio Alandia, Specialist, mechanical engineering 
Sr. Christian Arbaiza, architectural design 
Sr. Fernando Alvarez, specialist, structural testing 
Sr. Wilder Valenzuela, specialist, joint testing at Universidad 




















I wish to express my sincere appreciation to all of the individuals 
listed above, and to the other Project personnel I met, for their complete 
cooperation and hospitality during my visit. 
As indicated in the title, this report is the author's second 
review of the Forestry Technology Project; the first review is dated 
February 2, 1976. Readers are referred to this earlier report for 
descriptions of the overall objectives of the Project and of the method-
ologies to be followed in Subprojects 3.2 (Grading), 3.3 (Structural Design) 
and 3.4 (Connections). 




















GRADING OF CONSTRUCTION LUMBER 
2.1 Present Status 
Sr. Cano has developed a preliminary standard for the classification 
of 'structural timbers, according to their expected bending strength 
properties in service. It involves, first, a classification of each 
species into one of a number of species groups. These groups segregate 
species according to basic strength properties. Within a species group 
is a further classification into Grade I, Grade II (and Reject), which 
.is based on the defects (eg. knots, decay, insect attack, brittle heart, 
splits, wane, slope of grain, warp, pith, checks, etc.) present in the 
piece. This grading rule is in Appendix B of this report. 
The next step is to determine the strength of several pieces of 
wood within each grade and species, so that a database can be generated 
which will provide a dependable estimate of the "near-minimum" strength of 
that grade and that species; on this value is based the determination of 
·the allowable stress. This has been done by Sr. Cano (and will be done by 
his counterparts in each country) by going to the local lumberyards and 
obtaining 20 pieces 7 cm. x 20 cm. x 340 cm. long of.each of approximately 
60 species. The pieces are then tested,.in the green condition, in static 
bending to determine the modulus of rupture, the modulus of elasticity 
and the stress at the proportional limit. 
This testing has two purposes: in addition to its eventual use in 
determining allowable stresses as mentioned above, it is also used to check 
the efficacy of the proposed grading rule in predicting the relative bending 
strengths of structural members of various.grades. For this second purpose, 
the analytical technique is to assign a rank to each of the 20 beams tested, 
number one being the strongest and number twenty being the weakest, and then 
plotting the strength of each versus its rank. Then, beside each plotted 
point is shown the grade (I, II, or R) that was determined for that member . 
If the grading rule were to work perfectly, all of the grade I points would 
lie above all of the grade II results which, in turn, would lie above all 
the Reject beam results-. Fcir a· sample of the test data examined by the 
author, this behaviour was found to exist. In the few cases where· it did 
not, an examination of the original test data, defect records and beam 
photographs usually explained the anomaly, 'and this discovery led to a 
_slight rev:lsion of the grading rule or of the grading process carried out 
in Vie laboratory. · At the present, then, the· grading rule is working 
sat.; .·factorily for the 220 beams, comprising 11 species, which have been 
tested at the Universidad Nacional de Ingenierfa in Lima. 
At the time of the author's visit, Sr. Cano was about to visit the 
other countries to supervise the grading and testing of the remaining 
beams. It is expected that this testing will be completed by February 1977, 




















The determination of allowable bending stresses will then proceed 
by taking the "near-minimum" value of bending strength (the fifth percentile) 
for all of the test data for a particular species group and grade and then 
dividing by a factor of safety. The factor of safety is a variable and its 
value depends upon the type of construction (eg. load-sharing vs. non-load-
sharing), the ·.consequences of failure (eg. public assembly building vs. an 
agricultural storage building), and the presence of ductility (if any) 
displayed by the beam between initial failure and final failure (this has 
obvious implications for seismic behaviour). 
(b) The paragraphs above describe the testing of full-size beams in the. 
various laboratories. ·Originally it was proposed to test an approximately 
equal number of full-size columns. After further discussion and some 
preliminary tests, it was realized that the testing of columns is not 
as important as the testing of beams because the strength of columns is not 
as sensitive. to the presence of defects as is the strength of beams. 
Moreover,. in practice, columns are not generally loaded to their full 
allowable stresses nearly as often as beams. Thus, to best utilize the 
resou:rces of time, manpower and laboratory equipment, it was decided to 
reduce the proportion of column tests in ~he program to not more than 30% 
and to do this work after the beam tests.· Anticipated completion is the 
end.of February, i977. 
(c) As mentioned above, the species being considered are segregated into 
one of a number of species groups. This initial separation was done on 
the ·basis of physical and mechanical properties already known, but it is 
expected that these groups will be enlarged and possibly adjusted when all 
of the data from Subproject 3.1 has been received. A certain amount of 
conunon_sense and trade-offs will be needed here; for example, a particular 
species may not have adequate strength properties to qualify for a certain 
group but may possess some other quite gooq characteristics (eg. durability, 
. stability during drying). Consideration would then be given to adjusting 
the group boundaries, and consequently the allowable stresses for the 
·group,. to accommodate this species. This will obviously be an on-going 
process. 
(d) This may be ail appropriate point at which to describe the proposed 
process for standardization of construction wood products. ·At the present 
time, there are virtually no standards of this type within the Region. The 
Junta's approach is to develop proposed standards on the basis of the research 
and development work of the Project, and then, via the national chiefs of 
the project or the Direccfon Foresta!, to transmit these to the Instituto de 
Normalizac!on in eac}l count.ry for t;heir consideration and accep'c.ance. 
Following national acceptances, (which are estimated to ·take no more than 
six months), the standard will be submitted to COPANT (Comite Panamericano 
de Normas Tecnicas) as a subregional proposal. At the moment, approximately 
37 wood construction standards are being developed, of which eight are 
related directly to the Grading Subproj ec.t·. · Eventually it is hoped that the 
responsibiiity for administering individual standards will be assigned to 




















(e) Another activity within the Grading Subproject is the identification 
and description of all the 200 species being studied in the Project. This 
work is proceeding well, with material being produced describing each 
. species' botanical characteristics, macro- and micro-characteristics, and 
the means for its indigenous and scientific identification. It is proposed 
that a publication be prepared to present this material, separate from the 
Cartilla, along with the other information being developed for each species 
in the Project (eg. physical and mechanical properties, drying characteristics, 
workability, etc.). Estimated completion for this activity is Spring, 1977. 
One objective of this work is to correlate the scientific names of the 
species tested with the common names which are used in the various countries. 
This step is essential if any subregional coordination is to take place. 
However, it has another benefit -- with the test results obtained to date, 
it is evident that some species display considerable variability in their 
.properties depending upon the location of growth. Information of this type 
will lead to a greater understanding of the influence of growing conditions 
and possibly of genetic influences on wood quality. A chart showing the 
correlation of scientific names with national common names is included as 
Appe:ndix C; the names underlined are those being tested in the Project. 
(f) As input to this process of species identification, the sawmill survey 
being conducted in the various countries, as described in the author's 
previous report, is making a substantial contribution. Info.rmation is being 
generated from this work which assists in the "folk" identification of the 
trees themselves and also in the vernacular identification of the defects 
contained in the lumber produced. This latter material will appear in the 
Glossary o.f the Cart ill a. Thus, this work supports both species identifi-
cation and the methodology of lumber grading. In November 1976, Peru, 




















2.2 · Comments 
(a). Simply, this Subproject is proceeding very well. The volume of 
work, the pace of the work, and the probable completion date, are all 
satisfactory. The results are original and will be immediately useful in 
st~uctural engineering. The approaches and methodology adopted by Sr. Cano 
are an intelligent distillation of all the advice (often conflicting) given 
by the various advisors to the Project. 
As was mentioned in the author's original review of the Project, the 
processes of classification and of establishment of allowable stresses 
are on-going, and must continually take into account new test data on 
full-size members, geographic variation in species properties, and evolving 
philosophies in regard to structural safety. For this reason, it is hoped 
that, after Phase I of the Project has been completed, some mechanism can 
be developed for the continuation of this activity. 
Incidentally, during further testing, consideration should be given 
to the other uses to which lumber from these species can be put, eg. 
planking and decking, containers, etc. There is a very high consumption of 
wood in the sub-region for plank formwork and, in fact, wood is currently 
being imported for this purpose. Because all that is needed for this 
application· are flatwise strength and stiffness bending properties, the 
wood resource could actually be utilized for this use before· the Project is 
complete. 
In this regard, it should be mentioned that major work on the testing 
of full-size, in-grade populations of structural wood products, and the 
corresponding re-formulat1on of structural grading and safety concepts, is 
now proceeding in Vancouver, Canada in two locations: - at the Western Forest 
. Products Laboratory (under Mr. T. W. Littleford) and at the University of 
·British Columbia (under Professor Borg Madsen). It is strongly recommended 
that arrangements be made for Sr. Cano to visit these two projects. This 
Canadian work will probably bring about substantial changes in our traditional 
approaches to timber engineering; the Project would benefit significantly 
through direct exposure .to this research. It appears that the best time for 
such a visit would be early 1977. The author would be happy to- assist with 
the negotiations for the visits and could possibly arrange. to accompany 
Sr. Cano in Vancouver. 
(b} The .author was permitted to see a draft of Dr. Kauman's latest report 
on the Project. In it, he discus~,es the Grading Project activity and the 
importance of various defects, aL• states: 
"En muchos paises tropical es, se da una exagerada atenc:fon 
a nudos y al esparciamento de los anillos, por analogfa a 
sistemas de clasificaci6n de pafses del hemisferio ilorte. 
Estos dos defectos, por lo general, son de poca importan-
cia en maderas tropicales." 
. In regard tcknots, the author respectfully suggests that this 
statement should be treated with caution; although knots, of course, 
















conifers, their effect on bending strength (particularly if located at 
an edge of the tension face) is most considerable. A startling example 
of this effect was seen when examining the Peruvian beam test data. 
· (c) The proposed publication on the identification and technical 
properties of the species being investigated will require colour plates 
in order to properly present the information on species identification. 
This is an obvious exception to the author's general contention that 
colour printing is not financially justified for technical publications. 
(d) The original working plan for the grading subproject was very 
flexible and did not pin down precisely all of the activities to be 
followed. This is not generally advisable for short-term research, but 
in this case it has proven to be wise -- the development of lumber 
classifications and grades and the derivation of allowable stresses are 
iterative processes which require re-evaluation and adjustment repeatedly 
as information about the resource unfolds during the progress of the 
research.· In other words, this was really "research development", and 
not .routine testing, which is all that would have been required had the 
. mistake been made of automatically accepting the North American grading 
rules. ·This also confirms that the right decision was made in having 
the work done centrally by the Junta rather than as a cooperative effort 

















3. DESIGN OF WOOD STRUCTURES 
3.1 Present Status 
There are three major activities within this Subproject: 
architectural design and urban planning; development of technical proposals 
for improvements in wood construction practice; and a testing program for 
static and dynamic behaviour. Each of these will be discussed in turn. 
(a) Architectural Design and Urban Planning 
This work, being carried out by Sr. Juvenal Baracco, has three 
aspects: climatic zonification, modular coo~I!_a'l;i.on, and urban planning. 
In climatic. zonification, he has ex~l the environmental factors 
which affect human comfort in housing, eg. relative humidity, mean 
temperature, diurnal temperature ranges, prevailing winds, solar radiation, 
vegetation, rainfall, and has formulated a system of eleven bioclimatic 
zones for the Subregion. These will determine the architectural design 
characteristics for housing in each zone'eg. thermal insulation, ventilation, 
ground clearance; and directional orientation of housing. This work is 
l essentially complete as far as the Junta is concerned; what is needed now .is a critical review by an outside advisor and this is being requested. 
In modular coordination, Baracco has studied the available literature, 
and having considered this in the light of regional needs and possibilities, 
has identified a precise list of relevant details for design, fabrication 
· and· construction where quantification is required·.· This is as far as he 
f :eels he ·can go with~ut out7i~e advice_ from an ~xpert in this field, and 
lis therefore requesting a visit as soon as possible. 
. . . . . 
in urban planning, the world literature is extensive, and Saracco 
is reviewing .this in terms of local requirements and th:l.s work is nearing 
completion. No outside advice is requested. 
(b) Development of Technic.al Proposals for Improvements in Wood Construction 
-Practice 
Sr. Luis Takahashi and his design team have elected not to propose 
radical new housing schemes and construction methodologies at this. time. 
. · Rather, their intention is to emphasize· improvem~nt~-- t9~aJr~e_q.gy_existing 
I 
tech~ol~gy_ and. m.ej;hodQ.lo~y: tn other words, · their approach. h~~ been to 
·examine carefully and critically all of the methods of tradit~ '.1al wood 
construction in the Subregion, to evaluate whether they work well or not 
(particularly in regard to durabilhy and seismic response), to identify 
·the factors involved in performance, and finally to devise methods of 
improving traditional construction. This last step is accomplished both 
from the extensive experience of the team and also by means of static 
and dynamic testing (discussed below). This material will then appear in 





















(a) description of construction and structural and material behaviours, 
(b) a technical explanation of the behaviours described in (a), 
(c) technical.proposals for improving wood construction, 
(d) engineering data, and 
(e) the Glossary 
Parts (a) and (b) are essentially complete; parts (c) and (e) are 
partially complete now and were expected to be finished by December 1976; 
part (d) will include the results of the testing which will have been 
completed by June 1977. · 
Now that the production of the Cartilla is well under way, it is 
clearer than it was a year ago what the objectives, approaches and contents 
are, and it is probably worthwhile to spend some time describing these. 
First, -the. potential audience consists of three large groups: the producers 
of forest products which can be used in construction, the construction sector 
(architects, -engineers, builders), and the consumers. (It is interesting to 
note that .the governments are in all three sectors.) Each of these groups 
has its own particular needs -- among other things the producers need 
standards and specifications for the manufacture of wood c·onstruction 
products, the construction sector needs standards and the technology of 
wood con.struction, and the consumer need building codes, both for his own 
_protection and for ·obtaining ~rtgage 'funds. I he coctes and stand'ards wil 1 
be published separately (as described earlier) and the Cartilla will 
concentrate on how to design and how to build with wood. It will contain 
information on wood as a construction material, the architectural factors 
in using wood as a construction material, and the structural design of wood 
to fulfill the architectural requirements.· Included in the Glossary will 
be technical terms agreed upon within the. Subregion and a section on the 
graphical representation of structural details. As indicated above, it 
will contain an examination of known factors and an encounter with factors 
and behaviour not well known. Because wood construction in the Subregion 
I has no present technical support (and therefore little financial s.upport), the project objectives are to_provide the technical ba~s for what is now working well. In terms of cnanges to this technology, this means that a 
·house builder will be able to ·make small changes based on improved 
information, but an engineer will have the foundation for major developments 

















(c) Testing Program for Static and Dynamic Behaviour 
Under 3.2 "Comments" below are described the extensive discussions 
held between the author and Sr. Takahashi and Sr. Machicao dealing with 
structural behaviour and design. From the talks, it was possible to 
/A formulate a detailed working_J~lan for the structural research required 
YJ for the satisfactory completion of Phase I of the Project. -Because of 
the importance of this document, it is included in the Report as 
Appendix D. Estimated completion date is June 1977. 
(d) It was reported to the author that the development of professional 
infrastructures -- architects and engineers -- is progressing well through 




















(a) Climatic Zonification 
The author's experience in tropical architecture is virtually non-
existent, but, as a layman, he found the work done to appear sensible and 
appropriate. The argument for an outside advisor was compelling, and it 
is therefore recommended that steps be taken immediately to engage one of 









(b) Modular Coordination 
S{milarly, the work done in modular coordination seems to have 
progressed as far as it can without outside assistance, and it is 
recommend.ed that one of the following be brought to Lima as soon as 









(c) Development of Technical Proposals for Improvements in Wood Construction 
Practice 
·The question of whether the material to be contained in the Cartilla 
is "promotional" or "research" was raised and the author was asked to coinment. 
After examining samples of the material to be included in all five sections, 
it is clear that parts (a) and (b) rely upon information now existing publicly 
in one form or another, and, although -it has been carefully compiled and 
edited, it is certainly not researc·h. In contrast, parts (c) and (d) will 
contain original information which has been obtained either experimentally 
or through a synthesis of experience and. technical SReculation. Thus, in 
a real sense, parts (c) and (d) are the products of experimentation and 
cont·?mplation, ie. research. Part (e), ·the Glossary, in the author's op1n1on, 
is •1' so research but of a different kind: it has required a study of the 
several technical vocabularies of the Subregion and a compilation and 
standardization of these. This is original work and is technically essential 
for the Project. Parts (c), (d) and (e) will comprise approximately half of 
the Cartilla. 
The question of whether certain mat.erial is "promotional" or "research" 
is understood to be related to IDRC's.mandate and· to its role in funding the 
Project. Going beyond this consideration, it· must be recognized that all 
parts of the Cartilla are a valuable contribution to the accomplishment of 




















in some manner or another. Thus, it would appear to be in the interests 
of-IDRC to assist in the seeking of other financing to enable all of this 
information to be published. (This recommendation applies also to the 
publication of the 'Cartilla Elemental' which is clearly a promotional 
vehicle, but which nevertheless can play a significant role in achieving 
some of the long-term objectives of the Project.) 
However, if it becomes not possible to publish the full Cartilla, it 
is necessary to determine the shape of the compromise. One possibility 
could be to publish a 'Cartilla para Usarios', a manual for technical users 
which is essentially a report on the research and development achievements 
of the Project with a minimal amount of background technology. Spe_cifically, 
it would consist of a drastic condensation of parts (a) and (b), constituting 
20%, and parts (c), (d) and (e), constituting 80%. This is a possible 
solution but it must be emphasized that it is a poor second choice to the 
original concept of the Cartilla. 
The author spent several days with Sr. Takahashi and Sr. Machicao 
discussing one by one, the large volume 9f ne..w~technical proposals formulated 
to date. It was a stimulating and enlightening experience -- the work that 
has be~n done is absolutely first-rate! In many cases, the proposals were 
concurred with, in other cases they were modified, some new ones were 
developed, and some were deferred until after some test results become 
[{
available.' The publication of this information will make a significant 
- contribution to the world literature on tropical construction. This 
exercise was too extensive and too detailed to reproduce in this report, 
but it could be mentioned that discussions treated matters of load transfer 
between structural elements, stability, durability, seismic performance, etc, 
as would be inferred from a perusal of Appendix D. 
(d) Testing Program for Static and Dynamic Behaviour 
It became increasingly obvious during this consultancy that the I 
number one priority research area in the Sub-region is response to 
seismic loading. During the previous visit, one year ago, it was thought 
that the shaker table in Caracas could be used for -this research and 
therefore; the installation of such a facility in Peru would be superfluous. 
-This was. a misconception; the machine in Caracas is too small, in the 
author·• s opinion, for the type of research actually needed for wood 
construction. Moreover, it appears that the Venezuelan facility does notl 
have the appropriate control over frequency and amplitude- of vibration. 
A second important factor i3 that, again in the author's opinion, 
research.on this type of wood cc. .. .struction must be done on full-size 
specimens, and not models as is the case for metals, concrete and plastjcs. 
The reason is that the effects of defects, structural joints and energy-
absorbing characteristics in wood construction are not amenable to the 
application of scale factors. (This is also true of static testing.) 
~
The author therefore strongly recommends that a facility for the seismic 



















c; ~in seismic behaviour is needed to advise the .team at 
this point-.--------rt1s strongly recommended that either Professor Sugiyama or 
I~uko be retained as soon as possible. Because both the seismic tester I 
design and the working plan for the research are completed, it is appropriate 
that this consultant come as soon as possible. 
The detailed design of such a facility was discussed at length with 
the group, and particularly with Sr. Sergio Alandia, a mechanical engineer 
with the team. Considerable work has been completed to design this 
facility and a great deal has been learned by the group as a whole as a 
result of the exercise. The next question is whether all or p;:i.rt of the 
facility can be fabricated in PerG and what components should be purchased. 
( ,_ 
These options were also studied at length and the final recollllilendation is 
included as Appendix E of this report. Essentially, the tester will 
provide one mode of movement (one translation) with separate control over 
amplitude, frequency and functional shape of the excitation, with specimen 
~
translations being_ recorded via displacemen.t transducers. What is proposed 
. appears to be a minimum cost facility for the necessary research work. 
Moreover, purchasing_the Instron equipment will permit the use of the · · 
activators £Or-other resea-;.efi::::activi~-1es anu'can be improved in the future, 
eg. the addition of vertical movement. ·The "made-in-Peru" alternative is· 




















PHYSICAL, MECHANICAL AND JOINf TESTING PROGRAMS 
4.1 Present Status 
With one important exception, this work is reported to be progressing 
satisfactorily and will be completed prior to July 1977. The exception is 
at La Molina where the work has been severely slowed by log collection 
problems. At the present rate of progress, there is no way the work can 
be completed by the deadline. However, the Junta seems to be alarmed at 
this state of affairs, and is sympathetic to the idea of pumping more 
money into the effort to put on an extra shift of workers, to purchase 
more supplies and testing equipment and to remove all obstacles to log 
delivery. In fact, at the time of the author's visit, the Ministers of 
Agriculture of the Andean Pact countries met and passed a resolution to 
all increase their contributions to the Project in order to speed up the 
work and assure completion of the Project by the deadline. The text of 
the resolution appears in Appendix F. · 
4.1 ·comments 
(a) The problem at La Molina seems to be the weak link in the Project 
right now. Everything else seems to be proceeding towards an anticipated 
completion date of June 1977; at La Molina, everything will have to go 
right and at full capacity with two shifts in order to finish by June 1977. 
(b) It may be worthwhile to consider sending some· of the laboratory 
personnel to other laboratories for short training sessions to broaden 
.·their exposure to mechanical testing of w9od products and thereby to 
improve their technical judgement and self-reliance. It seems that only 
short-duration courses or visits are needed at this stage because great 
depth of extra training is not necessary right now, and because it is 
desirable to interrupt the testing programs as little as possible. It is 
an obvious advantage for these courses to be attended within South America 



















5. PHASE II RESEARCH 
5.1 Proposals 
It is proposed by the Junta that the Forestry Technology Project 
·enter a second phase beginning July 1, 1977, with some preliminary 
planning work being done in the period January to June, 1977. This 
work is outlined in a document for discussion entitled 'Estudio Integral 
de la Madera para Construccion (Segunda Fase)' datetl July 1976. The 
author reviewed an English translation of this document. The work 
proposed is essentially a continuation and an extension o·f the work of 
the first phase. Some of the activitiesproposed are the following: 
(a) 
(b) 
the continuation of the physical, mechanical and joint tests of 
the first phase to 10 additional species per country, for a total 
of SO new species, 
;vf~~.1..~~ 
the design and testing of prototype housing_ arld- other structures 
for each country based on the results of the first phase, 
I 







design of industrial processes for the large-scale fabrication tL__ 
prefabrication ·of wooden constructional elements and systems. r 
f-7/{A '.-\.) 1"1\1~ 
continuation of educational and promotional programs eg. through i,../ 
nourishment of infrastructures. 
5.2 Comments 
(a) '.It is a ''motherhood" response to say that the work of the Forestry 
Technology Project should proceed into a second phase, but it is clear 
that the results of the first phase are now in a most fragile state --
/ Aif there is no follow-up, the efforts expended will have been largely 
YJwastecr: It is less clear, howe:v'er. diat the work proposed is· the most 
urgent. Specifically, activity (a) seems less compelling than the others 
at.this time. It is certainly useful to obtain all the data one can get 
from all the ·s-pecies one can collect, and it Ls useful to continue ·the 
momentum of the laboratories now engaged in this work, but it is not as 
. ( criti~al as developing-further the data alreadx collected. Moreover, the 
auth,, ~ pointed out in his first review that he is not convinced that the 
mechanical tests other than static bendi~g and compression Earallel to the 





~ (b) · It would be a severe blow to terminate the Forestry Technology 
~ ~ / Project at the end of Phase I, but it would be almost as harmful to_d_e_l_ay~ 
f1 the start of Phase II: the professionals assembled by the Junta will I • .// k.. quickly disperse if Phase II does not immediately follow Phase I. The 
f ~~rY' JJ . . ~r expertise, the experience, the commitment to work will not be recoverable dlJ/ u' t" within a reasonable time, and the work will founder. It is the strongest 
I ~--.,,r"-.;Jf..Y recommendation of this report that the key peoEJe in the Junta team r" u. ./ be kept together for Phase II. ..........._ TPJ'<'-.L.,_ 
<ti ~I o/'1' ~ e,,..e: x 




































Tables of structural values: 
Counterpart in Bolivia: 
Counterpart in Colombia: 
Counterpart in Ecuador: 
Counterpart in Peru: 
Counterpart in Venezuela: 






Counterpart in Bolivia: 
Counterpart in Colombia: 
Counterpart in Ecuador: 
Couu •_erpart in Peru: 
Counterpart in Venezuela: 
__ Jose Carlos Cano 
Ana Maria Sibille 
Fernando Alvarez 








































Julio Cesar Centeno, Venezuela 
Wilder Valenzuela (La Molina) 
Nelson Toledo (Conocoto) 
Octavio Lopez (Medellin) 




APPENDIX B S.P. 3.2/02 • REGLA TENTATIVA DE CLASIFICACION POR RESISTENCIA 
I DE MADERA TROPICAL 
I CLASE I 
I - NUDOS 
A. Nudos sueltos. ahuecados, con corteza incluida, etc. 
I 1. En cara ee permite l cm maxitpa de diametro yno mas de 
I 1 cada 1 metro. 2. En canto no se permite 
1· B. Nudos sanos, firmes, crece interiormente 
1. En cara ee permite l cm mWd.m0 de diametro y dispers'o 
~ 
a no menos 1 metro de distancia uno de otro 
2. En CSlltO DO se permite 
- -RAJAf>URAS 
I Apareciendo en Ulla cara de un extrema solamente y de ·longitud 
m6xinia igual a la, mitad del ancho de la pieza. 
I - ACEBOLLADURA . 
I Permitida en una aola cara y de 50 cm de longttw:t. - ALBURA SANA 
I Permitido un per!inetro maxi.mo del 25% del ·perrmetro total. 
- ALB URA CON ATAQUE DE IllSECTOS 0 P' 'DRICION 
I / No se pemite. 
I / - GRl\HO ·INCLilMDO f 1. En cara o canto 1/10 ee permite 
19 i I . 1-. ,:. 2. En dos lados adyacelltea se permite m8ximo 1/14 y 1/14 · 
- COMBADO 






















Se permite 2.0 cm. en 3 mts. 
- TORCEDURA 
. Ligerameute 
:j ARISTA FALTANTE 
Se permite 5 cm. de per!metro como maxi.mo en 50 cm. de largo .• 
- MAL'ESCUADRIA 
No se-permite 
- MADERA COMPRIMIDA 
No permitida. 
- MEDULA 0 SIQIOS EVIDENTES DE CERCANIA A LA MEDULA (MADERA QUElHWHZA, RAJADURAS 
LONGITUDINALES, etc. 
No permitido • 
. - AGUJEROS DE. INSECIOS TIPO AMBROSIA 
Ligeramente y en ma sola c~ra. 
- .RIETAS(DE SECADO U OTRAS) 
Muy ligeramente. 
,...\~\. 
- AGUJERO DE INSECTOS DE r.): 'Gil. DE DIAMETRO 0 MAS 




















CL AS E II 
- NUDOS 
A. Nudos sueltos, ahuecados, con corteza inclu!da, etc. 
1. En cara se permite 8 cm. de_diiUoetro mSximo y no mas 
de 1 cada 1.20 m. 
2. En canto no se permite. 
B. Nudos sanos, firmes, crecen interiormente 
1. En case so permite 8 ems. de diamatro o mitad del ancho 
de la cara9 el menor y disperso a no menos de 1.20 m. · 
2. En canto no se permite. 
- RA.JADURAS 
Apareciendo solo ·en \In· extrema y colia -l_ongitud mixima igual al 
ancho de la pieza. 
- ACEBOLLADURA 
Se permite basts un tercio del largo de la ·pieza sobre una sola cara 
.Y no mayor de 3cm de separacion entre los anillos. 
- ALBURA Sf.NA 
Se permite has ta un tercio del · pe.rime.tto t·otal. 
- AI.DURA CON ATAQUE INSECTOS 0. .. PUDRlCION, 
No ae permite. 
- GRAN;) INCLntADO 
1. En cara lf canto 1/6 se permite 
2. En dos lados adyacentes se permite maxi.mo 1/10 y 1/10 
- COMBADO (EN CARAS) 



















- ARQUEADURA (EN CANTO) . 
Se permite 3 cm. en 3 mts. 
- TORCEDURA 
Ligeramente 
- ARISTA FALT.ANTE 
22 
- 4 -
8 ems. de per!metro y a lo largo de maxi.mo la medida de la pi~za. 
- MALA ESCUADRIA 
No se permite 
- MADERA COMPRIMIDA 
No se permita 
- MEDULA 0 sumos EVIDENTES DE CERCANIA A LA MEDULA (MhDERA QUEBRADIZA;· RAJADURAS 
. LONGITUDINALES, etc. 
No perinitido .. 
- AGUJEROS DE.INSEC'l'OS TIPO AMBROSIA 
Moderado y·disperao 
-·GRIETAS(DE SECADO U OTRAS)-. 
Moderado. 
- AGCJJEROS DE INSECTOS DE 3 CMS. DE DI.M-mTRO 0 Y.AS 





N° NOHBRE. CIEN"TIFICO. 
• I . 
·j~OLIVIA 
i 
I . ·1c0Lmm1A 
. . i . 
I· . 
jECUADOR .. 
- - - -
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1 Anacardium excelsum 
... : 
. . . , :. :~: !~_sp.av~·1 
. . i . .-
. . (aracoh · Sachacasho . "Mijao" 
"P umag ui ro 11 · :. · · I 
i . . . 
. f.a~acolS:; t . .;. "."'i,1~· ·. 
·1 2 Aspidosperma macrocarpa '". 
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•·._.I•,· 
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. ! APOCYt. ~CEAE 




5 Brosimum oblongifolia.· ... "> ;MORACEA,E 





. 11. _ Corapa guianensb 
12 Carineana dolnesticaca : 
13 Carineana pyriformis 
~.' . 
. . . 
14 Ca.ryoca r cocci ne um· . . ~., . 
. 15 Cedreiinga catenaeforml.S 
-,. 
16 Cciba pentandra 
... . . ., 
18 Cespedesia sp. · 
19 Chlorophora tinctorea .. : .. · 
20 
LECYTIIIDACEAE. ·I 
· LEC'iTIII DACEAE 
. i . · .. ~ . 
· i"Jesgue ro" · .. ; . I . . . 
CARYOCARACEAE I ' -· 1, • • ··. '• • . 
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'. 21 Ch rrsophyllum s_p. 
22 ' Clari1iia ra•=emosa '. I 
· 23 ' Copai fera offidnalis · · 
I .. 
: · 24 · Copai fe ra pub·i flora i. 
I. 
25 · Di dimopanax mo rot"otoni 
' 1· 





27 Dyalianthe·r~ gracilipes 
28 . • Erisma uncinatum 
29· · Eschweilera -sp~ . ... . . - . 
30 
1,. 31 ,. 
I 32 
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Ficus glabrata : 
Gallesia integrifolia 
Goupia glab ra 
Guarea s.p. 
Guarea t richiliodes , 
Hie ronyma chocoensis 
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. . ·i 
I ,µ; 
: I • • 
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..-. ! . 
I, 
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PROGRAMt.. TENTATIVD DE LOS ENSAYOS DE ·Lt\BORA'mRIO DEL ·SlmPROYECTO ·3. 3 
INfRODUCCION 
J .. os ensayos tendr~n un C<".r5cter de comprobaci6n y sus. resul ta:dos se-
t. 
raTJ. analizci.dos en fonna comparativa coa los resul tados obtenidos de los -
sistenas tTadicicnales. 
Los sistemas. proµiestos a en!'.;ayar, S!!'l."~n rerili:i:ai:'!r.s ~ajo · J Cl!:: siguie!!. 
t.E;s l.Ti ter ios : 
a. Vcrificaci6n del comoortamicnto de los sistcmas tradi.cicnales. 
b~. An:alisis del comportamiento de propuestas que mejoren los siste-
mas tradicionales. 




















28 ? .... 
1. Denominacion EEA.l 
Ensayos de sistema de nrriostre de los' pilotcs con la _viga de cimenta-
ci6n: 
Analisis de la uni6n de un pilote y una viga <le cimentacion. 
2. · ·objetivo 
Uno de los problemas que se presentan en la c:imentaci6n de la construe 
·ci6n de viviendas de rnadera en zonas tropicales es el de la uni6n de los -
. . 
pilotes con las vigas de cirnentaci6n. Esta uni6n tiene que resolver no ·s~ 
lo l:~.estabilidad de la construcci6n bajo la acci6n de las cargas vertica-
~ 
les., sino tambien la acci6n de las cargas. horizon.tales como ·1a:s cargas de-
bidas a lfl.s fuerzas que van h::i.cia arriba. 
3. · Metcdologfa · de Erisayos 
A detenninar se 
4.. Descripci6n 
Se considera necesario el ensayo de un s_istema que mejore sensiblenen 
te la solucion: tradicional de la union eiltre el pilote y la viga de dmen 
. . . -
·tacion. Hernos considerado conveniente la necesidad de analizar un ensayo 
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-~--+---·-----~----=: ____ ~ ; I I s. Sistema ·de Ertsayos 
Sistema Estatico. - Encontrar la resistencia de una unr6n ·entre una vi 
ga de ci~entaci6n y su correspondiente pilote bajo la accion de las cargas 
verticales hacia ar.riba y hacia abajo,. y · horizontales •. Estos ensayos se 
real~~aran ·bajo cargas estaticas, mediantegatas di.spuestas convenientem~n 
-~ . 
te. 
. 6. ·Namero de· Ensavos 
. 
I.as soluciones propuestas son tres. De ca<la· Una. se realizaran ensayos 
· · estaticos . 
Numero de pruebas a detenninar 3 de cada uno 
. 7. · Lugar 
Laboratori.o del Proyecto PADT-REfDRT 
8 •. · D.lraci6n Probable de Ensavos 
Preparaci6n de Protot:ipos 
._Realizaci6n de los ensayos 
.Anal is is -.de resul tados 
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30 4. 
1. DenomLn;:ici6n EEA2 
Calculo de rnaxin10 espaciamiento de anclajo de una solera en la c~nenta 
ci6n corrida de concreto simple. 
2. - Objetivo -
Ensayar la capacidad resistente a la tracci6n y el corte de los ancla 
jes. 




4. - Descripci6n 
·De acuerdo a las recomenaaciones de los manuales correspondientes a la -
rnadera blanda, se experimentara con las rnaderas tropic~les para verificar 
su eficiencia y atnnentar el valor del rna~imo espaciamiento. Asi corao se 
analizara el comportamiento de sistemas de anclaje utilizando tacos de ma-
dera con clavos incorporados y sumergidos dentro de concreto simple de la 
cirnentaci6n corrida. 
- ' . 
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5. · · Sistana de Ensayo 
~lstema de Ensayos estaticos 
6. · Nllniero de ·Ensayos 
31 
.. 
Las soluciones propuestas son dos: .se ·considerara la .conveniencia de 
ensayar dos prototipos de cada s61uci6n proµ.iesta • 
Total de pruebas 
7. · ·Lugar 
Laboratorio del Proyecto PADT-REFORT 
8. · ·nurati6n ·probable de ensayos 
Preparacion de prototipos 
Realizaci6n del ensayo 
.Analisis de los resultados 




















1. Denominaci6n EDBl 
Ensayo de wi muro compuesto de bastidor de madera con albanileria in- . 
corporada .. 
2. · Objetivo 
Se trata de analizar el compo:rtarniento de tm muro de marcos de madera 
con albafiileria incorporada y verif icar las mejoras propuestas en el dise 
fio tradicional de dicho sistema. 
3. ·Metodologia de Ensayos "'. -. 
Cf>}no pr:imera aprox:imaci6n se disefiaran dos prototipos de marcos con tra 
mas dif erentes sin albafiileria, luego un ni1ro de albanilerfa sin la armadu 
ra de madera. Finalmente se ensayaran.dos prototipos de nrurosde albafiile-
ria con entrarnado de madera. 
4. .Descripci6n 
En estos ensayos se establecera el comportamiento de Un nuro compuesto 
·de madera con ladrillos. En el podremos tener val ores que nos detenninen . 
la influencia de las propuestas ·de mejor.arniento en el sistema constructivo 
tradicional de entrarnado de madera con ladrillc:i.s analizando 'ta irnportancia 
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34 8. 
s. Sistema de Ensayo . 
·El prototipo ser~ soinetido a la acci6n clini'Tiica con un movimiento .ho-
rizontal paralelo a su superficie y otro ensayo con movimiento horizontal . 
con Wla direccion perpendicular a su superficie. Los detalles de esteen 
sayo estan en proceso de determinar. 
6 .. NUmero de.Ensayos 
1 Ensayo de rnarcos tipo "A" 
l·Ensayo de marcos tipo "B" ... 
.1 ~~sayo de inuros de ladrillos sin ·entrrunado de madera 
1' Ensayo de nuros COmp.leStO con ladrillos ~ COmpuesto Con entraJR"l.dO 
tipo A, ·y. . ·· 
1 Ensayo .. de nuros con entram.ado tipo "B" 
Total de Ensayos a deterrninarse 
: 7. ·.Lugar 
Laboratorio del Proyecto PADT-REFORT 
. 8. n.traci6ri. probable de ensa.yos 
Preparaci6n d~ prototipos 
s Ensayos de marcos· 
Ensayos de los paneles de madera 
Ensayos de tos JTU.lros ·de ladrillo 
9. · ·cronogr ama Gener al 
A detennimirse. 
• 














35 9 .. 
1. · ·nenominaci6n EEB2 
Anilisis del comrnrtamiento <le una union bajo la acci6n de una cupla. 
2. Objetivo 
El ensayo tiene como objet~vo analizar el comportamiento de ui'la wli6n 
bajo la acci6n de un par de momentos. Esta uni6n esta constitufda por el~ 
mentos perpendiculares en los cuales han variado las condiciones-de ensam-
ble. 




4. - Descripci6n 
Este ensayo consistira·en Ia aplicaci6n de una cupla en uniones de 
elementos perpendiculares en los cuales sevariaran las condiciones de 
union de este, y el nllinero de clavos y el ensamble. 
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S. ·Sistema de Ensayo 
_ Sistena estatico · 
·6. ·. NUmero de Ensayos 
·2 _ prototipos de cada solucion 
Total de pruebas · 12 
7. Lugar 
Laboratorio del Proyecto PADT-REFORT 
B. wraci6n probable de en5ayos 
Una sanana 
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37 . 11. 
1. . Denominaci6n EEC! 
Ensayo de columnas de madera para muros portantes de bastidores. 
2. · ·objetivo 
. 
(',orno una manera de realizar las posibilidades de reducir las ~ecciones 
en las columnas con las maderas tropicales que ensayamos, 'se ha considera-
do ensayar colunmas de dimcnsiones calculadas de acuerdo. a·la capacidad r~ 
sistente de la madera y coiricidiendo con d:imensiones que -han sido utiliza-
das en construcciones aisladas. Ert ~ este caso, se ctunpU.ran los cri terios 
' de d\~eii.o apropiados, la influencia de los el~mcntos de cerrarniento en el 
coroportarniento estnictural. 
3. · Metodologi'.a de ·Erisayos 
.A determinarse 
4. · ·nescripci6n 
Se ensayaran las siguientes cases: 
a. l.h1a colunma aislada 
.. 
b. Uria coltmma con dos paneles adyacentes 
., . 
c.· Una colU1JU1a en esquina con dos .paneles perpendiculares 
d. · Una coltnnna · interna con paneles en· sus cuatro caras correspondiente·s. 
·e~s~.\.Lo· 
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5. · Sistena de Ensayos · 
· Estatico 




Laboratorio del proyecto PADT~REFORT 
8. · ·~raci6rt probable del. ertsayo 
\. 
freparaci6n de probetas 
L: . 
Z seira.nas 
. Ejecuci6n del ensayo y analisis de res~ltados .. 3 s.emanas 
Desarrollo te6rico 
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· L Denominaci6n EEDl 
. ~sayos de colunmas compuestas . 
2. · Objetivo 
Es necesario verif icar el comportarniento de las column.as confonnadas 
por elementos nruy esbeltos y con separadores intennedios. Asi corno corn-
probar los criterios de calculos astnnidos. 
3. · Metodologia de Ensayos· 
~.deterininarse. 
4. ·nescri pc ion 
.... 
.. 
·En vista de·qtie las. caracterfsticas rnecanicas de ias rnaderas tropi-
cales nos. po~ibili tan. reduc_ir las dirnensiones de las secciones de los 
·componen.tes de uria viga compuesta, debemos verificar el comportamiento es 
tructural de este_elenento par razones de comprobaci6n de comportamiento 
con respecto a la esbeltez de la column.a compuesta, I.a e~beltez.de los tra 
mos entre las separadores y el cornportamiento de los sisternas de union de 
· I , _ , los ·.extremes. 
( . 
·1 
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5. ·· -sistema de ·Ensayos -
Est~tico . --
6. ·NQmero de ·Ensayos 
- A detenninarse 
7. - ·tugar 
40 
Laboratorio del proyecto PADT-REFORT 
8-. ·, Jbtaci6n ·probable 'del · ertsayo 
\, 
'Preparaci6n de probetas 
-Ej ecuci6n -de los ensayos 
- .Anal is is de resul tados 
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41 15. 
· 1. · Deno:ninaci6ri EED2 
. Ensayo de una uni6n entre un ~ij eral y un muro en una construcci6n tra 
dicional •. 
• 
2. · ·objetivo 
Entre las soluciones tradicionalcs de tijerales apoyad~s sobre nruros de 
adobe, existen algunas que son usadas con mucha frecuencia y que necesitan 
· W1 .analisis de su comportamiento. . .En el ensayo se propone un sistema que . . . 
mejorara las condiciones estructurales anterionnente rnencionadas. Esta su-
··• 
\. . 
· ger~ncia sera sometida a ensayo comparative con respecto a la solucion tra 
dicional. · 
· 3. · Metodologia de Ensayos 
A def inirse -~ 
4. Descripci6n 
Se·repetiran las condiciones que se presentan.en la construccic>n tradi 
'cional en los puntos de apoyo de los rnuros·de·adobe y los tijerales. Las 
soluc:fones propuestas analizaran el comportruniento del anclaje de la viga 
·solera y el muro.de adobe. Se observara la relacion, deficiencia entre el 
sisterna de solera tradicional y un sistema tipo camiseta de madera . 
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Ensayo del compqrtarniento de un modulo' estructural con muros de altura 
reducida y cntrama~ de madera. 
2. · Objetivo' 
. C~n el objeto de disminuir el peli$ro de falla estructural en los muros 
de adobe debido a la altura.de estos, se ha considerado co~veniente· reducir 
la altura del nn.Iro, disminuyendo por COnsiguiente SU esbeltez y agregarle, 
· · para conseguir la al tura apropiada, un entramado de madera. Esta propuesta 
... 
nece~ita un ensayo de comprobaci6n que detennine la fonna· de comportamiento . ' . . 
de.la.uni6n entre el entrarnado y el mtiro, y la union entre el entrmnado y 
la estructura de techo. 
·3. · Metodolog1a ·ae Ensayos 
A dete1111inarse. 
4 • · T>escripci6n 
Se con.5iderara un prototipo a din1ensiones naturales de acuerdo a dimcn 
siones apropiadas de dinlensiones significativas a las usadas comunmente. .. 
- . . . 
Sohre esta base de· albafiilerfa de adobe se construira el entrrunado adicio-
nal de madera, y sobre ello, la estructura de techo. 
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s. Sistema de Ensayos 
Din§Jnico 























'Laboratorio del proyecto PADT-REFORT 
8. · Duraci6n probable del .ensayo 
2 meses 
















1. Dencminaci6n ED~12 
Ailalisis de una estructura de tijeral. 
2. ·. Objetivo 
Se verificara ... a escala 1 en 1 las caracterigticas de comportamiento 
de una estructura de tijeral comUrnnente construida en forma tradicional en 
- . 
"comparaci6n con W10 modificado. Las modificaciones seran centradas a ni-
vel de uniones y secciones de los elementos, asl. coma la subdivisi6n de 
estos • 
..... 




4. · Descripci6n 
El presente.ensayo tendra varias etapas: 
- El ensayo de la capacidad resistente del tijeral aislado ,I 
.1 
I 
. El e~ayo de la capacidad resistente del -tijeral con las coltuT1I1as in 
· corporadas • 
- El ensayo de la capacidad resistente con un muro de albafiileria. 
- ·Estudio de la estabilidad de un conjW1to de tijerales. 
.. ..--. .. , -~ "\':'.--_--_ ~-1 '~-- -~-. '). \ ~. ___ ,.--, -
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S. ·sistema de Ensayos 
Estaticos 
6. · Numero ·de ·Ensayos 
A determinarse 
7 ~ · Lugar 
l 
48 
_Laboratorio del proyecto PAIJf-REFORT 
8. ·. Duraci6n ·probable ·del ensayo 
. ·2 meses 
\·. 
' . 
9. · ·cronogrruna General 
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EQUlPO PARA ENSAYOS DINA, ICOS DE PROTOTIPOS 
DE CAS!iS DE NADERA 
Loe sis temas y partes p ri ncipales de l equipo propues to son (ver 
fi gura N° 1): 
1. Mes a vibradora 
2. Unidad motriz de la mesa vibradora 
3. Apoyos, cimen tacion y anclaje de la mesa y unidad motriz 
4. Man dos y con t roles de la uni dad metrl z, y 
5. medidores y registro de las r e acciones del especimen (prototipo) 
1. ~ ESA VIBRADORA 
Dimensiones: 4.8 x 4.8 m. 
Peso: aprox. 2 ton 
Material: plancha y perfiles de acero soldados en estructura celular. 
Cos to aproximado: US$ 3000 
Plazo de entrega: 60 d!as a parti r de la orden de fabricacion 
Fue disefiada por los especialistas del PADT-P.EFO T y sera 1ntegrarnente 
fabricada en el Peru. No se conteMpl.a la compra o importacien de materiales 
distintos a los corrientemente disponihlehsen el nercado nacional. 
Estado actual del proyecto: .Se ha concluido el dise no y .- elegido el fa-
bricante. La tecnologi'a de fabri cacion ea materia de consul ta y .discu-
sion actual (entre el fabricante y los especialistas del PADT-REFORT) 
2. ill I DAD MOT IZ DE LA }'ESA VIBRADORA 
Sena comprada a fabricantes extranjeros y fue elegida por recoimnda-
cion de los especialistas del PADT-REFORT , en consulta con los fabri-
•.: • · 1 cantes • 
A la fecha existen dos alternativas de compra: 
2 .l Motor electrico 




















y variador de velocidad) 
Plazo de entrega: 16 semllllas a paTtir de la orden de compra 
Estado actual de la negociacion: Verificaci6n, por los especia-
2 .2. Motor hidraulico 
listas del proyecto, de las concordancias entre 
nuestrai:a neceeidades y las caracteristicas tec-
nicas de loR motores haste hoy ofertados. 
Cos to aproximado: US$ 33000 (incluidas aus mandos y control) 
Plazo de entrega: 16 ee11\81las a partir de la orden de compra. 
Ewtado actual de la negociacion:. Consults tecnica con los fabrf.-
cante& sobre el tipo y caracter!sticas de la 
unidad mas adecuada a nuestros objetivos y nece-
aidades. 
3. AJ'OYOS,,. CIMENTACION Y ANCLAJE DE LA MESA Y UNIDAD MOTRIZ 
· Fueron diseiac;los por los especialistae del PADT-REFORT. No mquieren de 
la compra o importaciau de materialea diferentee a los corrientemente 
diaponibles en lel mercado peruano. 
Cos to global: 6000. US$ 
Plazo de ejecuci6n: 30 d{as 
Estado actual del proyecto.: Diseiio a concluh:se una vez elegida 
la.unidad motriz. 
4. MANDOS Y CONTROi.ES DE LA UNIDAD MOTIIZ 
Consi.deradas las alternatives de unidad motriz. los mandos y controles. 
· eerian fabricados o comprados de· acuerdo al siguiente detalle: 
4.1. Bandes y controles para el motor elictrico 
Se comprarian de fabricantes extranjer~s los mandos del ·motor 



















mismo.: Los generadores y el control de deeplazamiento de la mesa seri'an 
fabricado8 en el PerU.*. 
(a) 
(b) 
Costo 'Aproximado: El de loe mandoe del motor y el variador y 
control de velocidad se iodica inclu{do en el 
precio del motor. Loe mecanii:imos de generacion. 
variacion y control del desplazamiento (bielas 
y excentricas) costar1a parox. 3000 US$. 
· Plazo de entrega: mandos del lllot9r y vo riodftf: )V"'-lo con el ,,M,1(1"'( 
crra~otkf y <1.o\11+.ol tR.t &..t2.f}q io...ti e...-1& : <DO &Aa~ 
~ Po du d.R. le:i O"( c:tt.., ~ fob,; co ei °"'1 • 
Estado actual de la negociacion y proyecto: 
controlee del motor: analisis tecnico de lea ofertades con cada motor. . ' .. 
generador y· control de desplazmierito de la mesa: diseno terminado y 
muh~ei\ 
Consulta' ~~ sobre · fabricante elegido. 
tecnologia de fabricacion y seleccion de. materiales 
(Se ha. fabrlcado un prototipo del mecaniemo y pro-
bado sus caracteri'sticas cinematicas) 
·. 4.2. Mando& y controles para unidad inotriz hidr.aulica. 
Se compranan del prowedor de la unidad motriz. 
Coato aproximado: Incluido en el mencionado para la unidad motriz. 
·. Pl~o de entrega: Vwto con la.unidad motriz. .. 
Estado actual de la negociaci0n: conBulta tecnica y c• 'llercial sob re 
la posibilldad de comprar · los mandos y controles . 
mis elementales e indiepensables para el funcio-
Damiento del '!listema. No ee conoidera necesario, 
* El ~caniemo de gencraci~n y control del deeplazamiento se compone de 
ezceutricas variables y bielas que conrierten la rotacion del.eje del 




















en esta etapa del proyecto. comprar eistem.as 
de mando y control programado o complejo. 
S. 1'IBDIDORES Y REGISTRO DE LA.~ REACCIONES DEL ESPECIMEN 
S/Jvd. 
Se ha desarrollado y disenado con aistema de medicion y registro del 
desplazamiento, velocidad y aceleracion de UDO 0 mas puntog de! pro-
totipo ensayado. Todo el sistema, excepto el regiatrador. es de fa-
bricaciou nacional. 
Costo aproximado: para medicion de 10 puntos alrededor de 1400~ US$* 
El. registrador, dependiendo de eu capacidad, puede 
lle8ar a costar 4000 y mas de US$. 
Plazo de entrega: 30 .d{as a partir de la orden de fabricacion. 
Estado actual del proyecto: · Diseno concluido; prototipoe. probados, 
sensores y aparatura electrics en plena fabricacion . 
La _compra del registrador esta en proceso de anilieis 
tecnico de las ofert·as. 
Considerado todo esto, la Gni·ca decision importante aGn pendiente 
en la compra de un motor electrico o hidraulico -{inclu!dos mandoe y 
controles). ERto afccta el aepecto ptesupuestarlo del proyecto pero no 
as! su concepcion o lineas maestras. El proy. ecto es tinico en todos s~~ 
aspectoa y solo presenta alternativae en lo refetente· a eeta compra. j 
* El eistetna de los sensosres y aparatura electronics de medidon equivale 
en todao RUA caractensticaA a eimilarea qua en el caeo de Phillips 9 por 
ejemplo •. cuestan mas de 5000 US$. . . 




FIG. N° 1 ESQUEMA DEL EQUIPO PROPUESTO PARA ENSAYGI DINA.\fICGS DE PROTOTIPOS DE CASAS DE. MADERA 
1. Mesa 
· 2. Uni.dad motriz de la mesa 
3. Apoyo y cimentacion de la mesa y tm.idad motriz 
4. Han do y control de la uni dad motriz 
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RESOLUCION N° 5: PROYECTOS AllulNOS DE DES/\RROLLO TECNOLOGICO EN EL AREA DE RE-
CURSOS .FORESTAI.ES TROPIChLES 
En base al· informe de la Junta del Acuerdo d'e Cartagena sabre el dasarra-
llo de los proyectos An.dinos de Dcsarrolla tecnologico en el area de Recur3os 
Forestales Tropicales, la Comision I senalo la importancia de estos proyectos 
por los resultados practicos que se vi~n~~ ·:;tlcanumdo y ha considerado pruden-te recomendar al Consejo Agropecuario someter a. l!! consideracion de la II Rcu~ 
nion de Ministros de Agricultura la siguiente Resolucion: . / . , 
. Loe Ministros. de Agricultura de· los P~ises Miembros del Acuerdo de Carta,-
gena: 
. ' . 
CONS IDERA..J.IDO : . 
: Que las Proyectos Andinos de Desarrollo Tecnologico en el Area de Recursos 
Forestales Tropicales se han mostrada como \lll mecanismo opcrativo y concrete de 
·integracion subreg;ional en materia de cooperac1on tecnica, capacitacien y gene-
racion de. tecnalogias apropiadas_a la reali<lad de nuestros paises. 
Que el Proyecta "Estudio Integral de i~ _ 11adcra para Construccion" ha csti- . 
mulado la creacion y consolidacion de grupos de investigacion e inf raestructura 
tec~ico-:cient!fica·apropiada en los pa1ses participantes. 
Q~e coma resultado del mencionado Proyecto se podra disponer de un bagaje 
tecnico adecuado en cuanto se reficre al conocimiento tecnico de la madera coma· 
ma.terial altamenta competitive. en las actividades de construccion. 
Que es necesa't'io continuar las actividndes de inveotigacion de.este Proyec..: 
·to· en una.segunda.fase que contemple la fabricacion de sistemas constructivos y 
· viviendas de madera que puedan aportar soluciones al prablema habitacional de la 
Subregion. ".: ~ 
'1(\e para la iniciacion de una segunda fase ~~1 Proyecto es necesario que los 














1. Encargar -a la Jun ta del Acuerdo de Cartagena la busqueda y proposicion• ·de nue- · 
vos proyectos d~ desarrollo tecnologico para el sector forestal, que incluyan 
·. actividades de investigacion referentes a·conservacion, manejo y utilizacion 
.del recurso. · 
. - -
2. Reforzar y acelerar los trabajos de investigacion de los paises a fin de que 
se logre su f inalizacion antes del mes da jwiio de 1977 segiin lo programado 
por la Junta •. · 
3. Dotar a los Centroe de Investigacion participantes de recursos de personal y 
financieros que lus permita incre1:1entar su .actual capacidad de produccion. 
•··. 4. Solicitar y colaborar con la· Junta del Acuerdo c!e Cartagena en la busqueda d'~ 
.financiamiento ·para que las puhlicaciones dio? los resultados del proyt::cto ac-
fualm~nte en t:jecucion se realiccn en cantidad suficicnte que permitan su dis-










5 •. Solicitar a la Junta del Acuerdo de Careagena quc a breve plazo entr.egue n 
los pa1ses ·las tend.nos <le reforencia -.de la segunda; f ase del proyecto, que 
contenga lin·detalle adecuadode objctiv9s, rtctividacles y de pr~supuesto de 
































UNIVERSiTY OF TORONTO 
9 ~·PolLT Alo, s 
Facuity of Forestry e.nd ~'11 
Land scape Architecture 
Mr. J. H. Hulse, 
Program Director, 
12 August, 1977. 
Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Sciences 
Dh· is ion, 
lnternationai Development Research Centre, 
Box 8500, 
Ott~wa, Ontario. KlG 3H9 
Dear Mr. Hulse: Re: Forestry Technoloqy (Andean Pact) Proiect 
Centre File 3-P-74-0009 
In accordance with the terms of the IDRC Offer of Consulting Contra~t 
dated July 11, 1977, I am suomitting herein a report on my visit to 
the Project in Lime., reru in the period July 15-31, 1977. 
In contrast to my two previous submissions on the Project, I am r~porting 
to you at this time in letter format because you may not wish to 
pass along these comments (at least not in total) to the . .lunta for 
pub1 ication. The reason is that this report will paint a less enthusiastic 
picture of the Project than did my others. 
In the most general sense, my .attitude to the accomplishments of the 
Project to date is a combination of disappointment, chagrin, and cautious 
optimism for the future. The reason for each of these attitudes will 
become clear as I describe the progress that has been made in each of the 
areas that I wa's asked to examine. 
t. The Cartilla (Manual of Wood Construction) 
Progre~s has been made on the Cartilla since my last visit. At the 
beginning of this visit, Sr. Takahashi reviewed the need for this 
publ I cation in the Subregion and the general objectives and organization 
of the Cartilla. He stressed that there is no present significant 
widespread experience or expertise with the use of wood in engineered 
\
construction in the Andean Pact countries and therefore a program of 
educating, and of generating enthusiasm for the use of wood, must play 
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"fiie Cartilla consists of 21 chapters, as follows: 
:. Construccidn con madera - Ejemplos 
: • A:i teceden tes de uso de I a mad era 
:'- ~ El bosque 
LI. El ~;bol 
~. P~oductos a base de madera 
6. s~cado de la madera 
7. Pre~ervac i dn de 1 a madera 
8. Proteccidn contra la humedad 
~. Proteccidn contra los elementos t~rmicos , ,. 
11 • 










~~ctcccidn contra los vientos 
Proteccidn contra los ruidos 
t'rotecc ldn, contra lncend ios 





Herramientas e instrumentos de carpinterfa 
Soluciones constructivas para vivienda~ con madera 
Representacidn gr~fica 
Glosario de t~rminos 
I have reviewed this material (as has Mr. llmar Teng, the architecture 
expert from Sweden who was visiting the Project during the same period 
as myself) and I have come to the conclusion that this publ I cation is 
definitely not a manual for wood construction. Instead, I would describe 
i it as an introduction to the basic principles which must be understood by designers before wood can be successfully used in engineered structures in the Subregion. In my opinion, it contains little, if any, original) 
information. It contains neither the results of research conducted in 
the Project nor a creative synthesis of ideas and local experience; 
It is a rather good interpretation, description and artistic presentation 
of existing world knowledge, but it does not tell me how to design and 
build a wood structure of any kind. I see it as a book that a person 
would read once or twice during a basic educational process and, having 
understood this background, he would then look for a proper manual of 
wood construction to use from day to day in the practice of his 
profession, be it engin~ering, architecture or prefabrication. In other 
words, we are talking about two very different publications: an 
educational/promotional work and a manual of wood construction; the 
Carti11a as produced is the first of these two. 
My disappointment (and perhaps, chagrin) stems from the fact that, on 
my two previous visits, I had been led to believe that the Cartil1a 


















in my second report (dated January 21, 1977) I recount the information 
pre~ented to me by the design team in Octo~er 1976, which clearly 
indicated that two of the five parts of the Cartilla 11 ••• will contain 
original information which has been obtained either experimentally or 
through a synthesis of experience and technical speculation ••• 11 • 
Further in the report, I say 11The author spent several days with Sr. 
Takahashi and Sr. Machicao discussing, one by one, the large volume of 
new technical proposals formulated to date. It was a stimulating and 
enlightening experience - the work that has been done is absolutely 
first-rate! In many cases, the proposals were concurred with, in other 
cases they were modified, some new ones were developed, and some were 
deferred until after some test res•Jlts become available. The publication) 
of this information will make a significant contribution to the world 
1 iterature on tropical construction ••• ". 
These technical proposals are not in the Cartilla. The reason given 
for their absence is that they have not been proven in the laboratory 
and, because the laboratory program is way behind schedule (which will 
be discussed later), this information will not be yielded from Phase I. 
I was asked to suggest what steps could be taken at this point to 
produce the best available result from Phase I in the 1 imited time 
remaining. In responding to this, it was necessary to first review the 
program of publications which a~e still to come from the Project; five 
separate publications are suggested: 
"-A (i)' Anatomy and Identification of Wood Species in the Andean Pact 
Countries 
(ii) Fundamental Properties of Wood Species in the Andean Pact Countries 
(iii) Introduction to the Principles of Wood Construction 
~ (iv) Manua 1 for the Design of Wood Structures 
. . ·t 
(v) Notes for a Course in Elementary Wood Engineering 
The purpose and content of each is as follows: 
(a) Anatomy and. Identification of Wood Species in the Andean Pact Countries 
This is the work coordinated by Ana Marfa Sibille of work done in the five 
countries in studying all of the 100 species in the Project at the 
macroscopic and microscopic levels, and in relating the common names used 
in each country to the proper scientific names. This is an original work 
and it will have scientific and technical value. The publication will 
include colour plates to aid in wood identification and will also have 
values of density or specific gravity, again, as an aid in identification. 


















(b) Fundamental Properties of Wood Species in the Andean Pact Countries 
This publication will report the results and conclusions of the various 
tests carried out in the five countries. This will be a document of 
original research data which will be a major technical contribution. 
It will have permanent value and will not change as will, for example, 
the Design Manual described later which will require periodic updating 
as the technology and practice of wood construction grows. This might 
be produced in two volumes with the following as a possible chapter 
breakdown. 
VOLUME I - RESEARCH RESULTS 
- Introduction: History of the Project - 5 countries - 100 or more 
species - reference to other Project publications - personnel -
purpose of this publication. 
- Methods of Determination of Properties: sampling from the forest 
resource - preparation of test specimens - details of the test 
procedures. 
Density and Specific Gravity: statistical values for each ~pecies -
factors affecting density (location in the tree; site). 
- Drying Properties: drying rate data - shrinkage values - fibre 
saturation point - equilibrium moisture content - defects produced 
during drying. 
- Natural Durability and Preservation: data on natural durability -
data on ability to be treated with preservatives - conclusions 
and recormnendations for the appropriate environment and use for 
individual species. 
Workability: data from workability tests - recommendations for the 
types of manufacturing processes which are appropriate for each 
species. 
- Mechanical Properties: statistical data for each species and for 
each mechanical test - correlations to determine factors (e.g., 
dens_ity) effecting mechanical properties. 
VOLUME II - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The suitability of each species for various possible uses. (This will be 
a difficult chapter to write and will require more time to prepare; however, 
the material in Volume I can be published almost invnediately.) 
.·•I should expand a 1 ittle bit on the "correlations" mentioned above under 
'Mechanical Properties'. This is a very interesting and useful exercise 































the mechanical properties determined and those factors (particularly 
specific-gravity) which may effect the mechanical properties. This work 
has been completed for the Venezuelan woods and the calculations are 
in progress for three other countries. This work has a number of 
implications for the future: for example, if specific gravity turns 
out to be an effective predictor of strength for all the 100 species, 
this means. that a greatly reduced testing program is warranted for 
additional species. All that will be required is to determine specific 
gravity for the species, enabling one to predict the mechanical 
properties, and then to carry out only spot-checks to verify the 
predictions. 
(c) Introduction to the Principles of Wood Construction 
This is the Carttlla e~sentially as it now exists. It is an educational 
and promotional publication which will provide the basic understanding 
of phenomena, systems and processes relevant to wood construction, but 
it will not provide the engineering data which are necessary for 
engineering design. In general, it is a publication which a person 
·would read only one or twice and is not a daily reference manual. 
. : ' 
The contents could be al,1 or most of the material now included in 
Chapters 1 to 13, some of that in.Chapters 14 to 16, and Chapters 18 
and 21. 
t· would t ike to stress that, in my opinion, .this is an excel lent publ i-
cation which should make a real Impact on people's attitudes towards, 
and their understanding of, wood construction. It is essential for the 
accomplishment of the long-term aims of the Project, and is certainly 
prerequisite reading for the Manual described next. However, it seems 
doubtful whether financial support for this book would fall within 
IDRC's mandate. · 
(d) Manual for the Design of Wood Structures 
This is a publication of engineering ~ata (derived from research results) 
which are necessary for the engineering design of wood structures. Thus, 
it is the publication that the designer uses repeatedly in his work. 
It is expected that it wilt be revised from time to time in the future 
as the technology of wood construction in the Subregion grows. For the 
first edition, a possible chapter breakdown is as shown in the Appendix. 
This publication does not now exist in the Project. However, in meetings 
with the Project staff which were attended by Gilles Lessard, it was 
stressed that this is the kind of information that has ah-'lays been 
expected from the Project. Accordingly, the production of this Manual 
has been given top priority and we have been told that it will be ready 



















(e) Notes for a Course in Elementary Wood Engineering 
During the visit, I was asked to present a series of seminars on wood 
engineering to the Project staff. Notes were prepared to accompany the 
course and are being translated into Spanish. It is expected that they 
will be used in similar courses throughout the Subregion and may also 
provide some of the information to go into the Manual. In the seminars, 
I gave emphasis to design recommendations and guidelines that have been 
generated from my design practice and research, rather than presenting 
"textbook" information, which is otherwise available. 
II The laboratory and Testing Program 
A structural testing laboratory is being constructed at PREVI, on property 
"-~of the Ministry of Housing and Construction. It will have three facilities: 
~a shaker table for seismic simulation testing of structural systems (e.g., 
full-size models of houses), a test bed with a pulley system for the 
static testing of simple structural systems (e.g., trusses, arches, 
frames), and a second test bed with two large steel frames which can be 











For the seismic facility, the excavation is complete and the base of the 
excavation has been treated with soil-cement to a depth of 60 cm. The 
design of the shaker table has been checked and approved by MIT and it 
has now been fabricated. The remaining assembly will require six more 
weeks, and the factl ity will be ready to accept test specimens, it is 
predicted, in two mont;_hs. 
The test bed for trusses was under construction at the time of my visit. 
The designs of the load. application and lateral support systems were 
developed wlth the Project staff. It is predicted that it will be ready 
to accept test specimens in one month. Four trusses have been designed 
by Sr. Arbaiza as test specimens; fabrication of one truss had begun. 
The other test bed was ready to use but no test specimens for this 
facility had been prepared. Moreover, it appeared to me that there was 
no great sense of urgency to fabricate any test specimens. This was the 
second reason for my disappointment and chagrin because, in my visit in 
October 1976, considerable time and effort was expended in cooperation 
with the design team to prepare a detailed program of tests, complete 
with a timetable supplied by them indicating that t_he final static test 
would be completed by June 1977. When I arrived in July 1977 neither were 
the tests even started nor was there any apparent desire to start. No 
convincing reason was given for the lack of progress. 
This aspect of the project was discussed at length, and, as a result, 
:·•the administration of the laboratory and of the testing program was 
modified. Within a week the hydraulic system for applying static loads 






















fabricated and tested. From these tests it will be possible to directly 
formulate design information for the chapter on columns in the Design 
Manual. It is evidently not possible to carry out the complete testing 
program which was agreed upon last October, particularly with the high 
priority given to the production of the Design Manual. In trying to 
look realistically at what can be accomplished I would recommend that 




to complete the testing of the 60 specimens in the composite column 
eortion of th~ogram, 
to complete the preparation of the pulley testing system and to test 
the four trusses designed by Sr. ,4.rbaiza,,,_a!:.l.<i._. 
to co'!1p1ete the preparation of the~m-ic_!acJJJ}Y.>and. to verif~' 
that 1t works properly by means of a test on a single simple 
structural system. r - . 
(
There is a bad side and a good side to this situation. The bad is that 
Phase I will not yield any substantial number of innovative technical 
proposals for wood construction (either tested or conjectured) as had 
been expected from the beginning. The good side is that, in responding 
to this problem, considerable ''bench strength" has been revealed in the 
Project. It is in the continued development of the junior staff, and...-, 
in the technological and leadership capabilities of Sergio Alandia, 
that my cautious optimism for the future lies. Also, the shortfall in 
this testing program should not detract from the fact that extremely 
useful data have b~en generated in the other testing programs of the 
Project. 
Ill The Grading Rule for Structural Lumber 
(
The formulation of the grading rule and the conduct of the testing program 
on full-size beams and columns were discussed in detail in my previous 
report. The coordinator of this Project, Hr. Jos~ Carlos Cano, was on · 
vacation during this visit and it was not feasible to carry out any further 
detailed review. However, the work was well in hand last October, and 
the work was subsequently examined in detail by Harry Booth, a consultant 
to the Project from Guyana. Further, Dr. Julio C~sar Centeno has arrived 
from the Merida Laboratory in Venezuela ·to study the results and to check 
the derivation of allowable stresses therefrom. Taking all of this into 
account, I would expect a most satisfactory conclusion to this work in 
the near future. 
IV Architectural Aspects of Wood Construction 
I was asked by Sr. Tejada to review the work of Juvenal Baracco on modular 
coordination. As .f indicated previousfy, I have no competence in this 
area and must decline to give an opinion. However, Mr. llmar Teng~ an 
_,,architect from Sweden, was at the Project for two weeks to examine 




















IDRC. There is one aspect of Baracco 1 s work that is pertinent to the 
Design Manual: he has formulated a consistent set of 'preferred 
numbers' for dimensions to be used in a system of modular coordination. 
It appears that Pera (and possibly some of the other countries) are 
close to agreement on a modular coordination system and thus these 
pre~erred sizes can be adopted soon. Accordingly, Baracco has 
suggested preferred spans and cross-sectional dimensions for wood 
structural members and these sizes are being used in the span tables and 
section tables of the Design Manual. This will obviously have considerable 








The work on the Cartilla to date has not produced any innovative 
technical proposals fer wood construction in the Subregion, n6·r 
due"s-the eartTlTa inc'fucfe--th-e-en.gineering data which are required 
for the engineering design of wood structures. Both of these were 
expected from the Project. However, it was agreed by the Project 
management that top.priority in the next two months would be given 
( 
to the production of a proper Manual for the Design of Wood Structures, 
as a companion document to the Cartilla, which is really an introduction 
to the principles of wood construction. 
The testing program to investigate new technical proposals, which was 
agreed upon last October, had not even been ·;,·tarted at the time of 
my arrival.· During my visit, the hydraulic loading system was 
verified and a few tests carried out on some composite columns, with 
further tests imminent. It appears that this test series on composite 
columns is the only part of the original test program which can be 
1 salvaged. This testing was done using a testing frame on a·test bed 
In the PREVI laboratory. The other test bed (for trusses) and the 
seismic testing facility are still under construction. It is 
recommended that the work on these faci 1 it i e·s be completed and that 
they be verified by carrying out a nominal amount of testing on each. 
This appears to be the most that should be expected from the PREVI 
laboratory in Phase I. 
It was not feasible to review in detail the work on the grading rule 
because of Mr. Cano 1 s absence on holidays, but all indications are 
that a satisfactory .completion can be expected sorin. 
It is recommended that IDRC obtain the report of llmar Teng on the 



















In conclusion, thank you once again for the opportunity to be involved 
in the work of the Project. I have attempted to make this report more 
concise than my previous two; please let me know if you would like 
further elaboration on any aspect of my visit. 
cc: Gilles Lessard 
. :I 
Sincerely, 





















'f4~~f 11#-tlAOV\ l\Ai}-(f-JL~ 
Suggest.ed Outline for the 'Manual for the Design of Wood Structures' 
1. Introduction 
Purpose of this publication - scope and applicability - reference to 
other Project publications - a brief review of the structure and 
mechanical behaviour of wood. 
2. The Building Process 
A general description of the various steps and· choices necessary when 
deciding to use wood as a building material - a step-by-step general 
explanation of how to proceed in the entire process of wood construction -
how to determine whether or not it is feasible and appropriate to use 
wood in a given situation. 
3. Classification and Properties of Wood Products 
Sta~dards for various wood products - the grading rule for ~awn lumber -
statistical values for tests on full-size graded sawn lumber beams and 
columns. 
4~ Recommended Allowable Stresses for Graded Lu~ber and Allowable Loads 
··for Joints 
Methods of deriving allowable stresses and loads - ·tabulated allowable 
stresses and loads for various stress modes, species groups and grades -
factors of safety - modification factors for duration of load and 
service conditions. 
5. Design of Bending Members 
Rules and guidelines for design - bending moment, shear and deflection 
diagrams for various types of loading on both simply - supported and 
continuous beams - section properties for commonly available sizes of 
sawn lumber - span tables as a design·aid - numerical examples. 
.. 
6. Design of Co~pression Members 
Rules and guidelines - tables of end fixity factors for columns - formulae 
for allowable stresses in relation to slenderness - allowable load charts 


















7. Design of Beam-Columns 
Rules for the design of members subjected to both axial load and 
bending - numerical examples~ 
8. Tension Members 
It is not recommended to use tropical hardwoods from the Subregion in 
axial tension at this time. 
9. Joints 
For nails and bolts - glue for structural joints is not recommended at 
this time - rules for design - scope and applicabil itv - allowable 




Difference between structural and non-structural plywood - design values 
are not available at this time. 
Structural Systems and Assemblies 
~ 
Types of load systems (live, dead, wind, seismic) - systems (1 iyht frame, 
post and beam, trusses, arches, statically indeterminate structures) -
relation between type of system and feasibility of various materials -
requirements for drying and preservation - bracing and connections -
references to methods of structural analysis - availability of technical 
advice in national wood products laboratories - numerical example of 
complete system design. 
12. Architectural Considerations in Wood Construction 
Spans, heights, clearances., tolerances, ventilation, insulation, etc. 
13. Standard Details for Housing 
Because housing is non-engineered or semi-engineered construction, it could 
be useful to have sketches of details which have been shown in practice to 
be successful. Chapter 19 of the Cartilla contains this information but 
it needs to be edited in the light of regional needs and possibll ities 
and to provide hard information on material sizes, connections, etc. 
14. Electrical and Mechanical Services 




















' ' A-3 • 
15. Construction Drawings 
Architectural drawings, structural drawings, electrical and mechanical 
drawings, shop drawings, standard detailing. 
16. Specifications 
How to prepare the specifications for wood in the contract documents 
for construction. 
17. Drying and Preservation of Wood Products 
Guidelines for appropriate methods to be speclf ied or supervised by the 
designer. 
18. Glossary of Technical Definitions 
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I was asked by the International Development Research Centre: 
to travel to Peru, Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador and Bolivia within 
the period September 30 to November 11, 1977, with an evaluation 
team in order to appraise the research work done in the Centre-
supported Forestry Technology Project carried out by the Junta 
del Acuerdo de Cartagena, · 
to make a detailed assessment of the scientific value of the re-
search carried out to determine the strength properties and al-
lowable stresses for structural timber, to establish grading rules 
for construction lumber and to test connections for construction 
lumber, 
to review for accuracy the technical material which has been pre-
pared for publication, and 
to make a critical appraisal of the research program proposed for 
the continuation of the project. 
In this evaluation mission, visits were made to the Project 
personnel in each of the following institutions: 
Labora torio Naciona l de Productos Jares tales ( LABONAC.) , Uni vers ;.dad 
de los Andes, M~rida, Venezuela;~ 
Universidad Nacional de Medellin, Colombia; ~ 
Univers1dad Distrital de Bogota, Colombia; ) 
INDERENA, Bogota, Colombia;/ 
Centro de Investigacion y Capacitacion Forestal, Conocoto, Ecuador;@ 
Laboratorio de Resistencia de Materiales de la Facultad de 
lngenieria Civil de la Universidad Central, Quito, Ecuador; 
Facultad de Arquitectura y Urbanismo, Institute de Investigaciones 
Arqu1tectonicas, Universidad Central, Quito, Ecuador; 
Facultad de Ingenieria de la Universidad Catolica, Quito, Ecuador; 
Centro de Desarrollo Forestal, Santa Cruz, Bolivia; (j) 
~ Universidad Agraria La Molina, Lima, Peru; 


















The other members of the mission team were Gilles Lessard of IDRC 
and Martin Chudnoff of the U.S. Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, 
Wisconsin. Part way through the trip, we were joined by Doug Daniels 
of IDRC. 
This report deals with Subprojects 3.2 (Grading), 3.3 {Structural 
Design) and 3.4 (Connections). Mr. Chudnoff's responsibilities are 
with Subprojects 3.1 (Physical an'd Mechanical Properties and Anatomy), 
3.5 (Preservation and Drying) and 3.6 (Workability). 
This is my fourth re.view of the Project; . the others are: 
No. l February 2, 1976 
No. 2 January 21, 1977 



















2. SUBPROJECT 3.2 (GRADING) 
2.1 Objectives and Basic Considerations 
The general purpose of this subproject was to develop a classi-
fication system for structural lumber - beams and columns - which 
would enable the producer, the distributor and/or the user to sepa-
rate wood structural members into categories according to their an-
ticipated strength properties, and to assign allowable design stresses 
to the material t~us graded. 
Because wood, as it comes from the saw, can contain many types 
and combinations of defects, a system of classification, or separa-
tion between good pieces and rejects, is necessary where safe allowable 
stresses and loads are to be assigned to wood used in structures. 
If such a system were not used, the permissible load for any piece 
in a species would have to be set very low in order to allow for the 
most defective pieces that could possibly be produced in that species 
or species g.roup. Thus the choice of the minimum level of quality that 
is set for a grade, and the number of individual grades within the 
system, will follow from policy decisions as to the percentage of 
wood produced by the sawmi 11 s which wi 11 be rejected by the grading 
rule for use as structural members, and as to the narrowness (or . · 
·efficiency of utilization) of each grade category or level. Another 
consideration, which is related to the previous one, is how simple . 
the grading rule should be when compared to the increased variability 



















2. 2 Me tho do 1 oqy 
The methodolog.y originally proposed for this subproject consisted 
of three parts. The first part was a sawmill survey, in which 
information was to be collected at various sawmills in each country 
and then sent to the subproject coordinator in Lima, senor Jose. 
Carlos Cano, for analysis and compilation. The information was 
to include data on the size, production capacity, machinery and 
personnel of each mill, the species being cut, a careful record of 
the characteristics and common defects of each species, and the 
methods of species identification whid1 were us~d.in the sawmill. 
From the point of view of the grading rule, the most important 
part was the recording of defects and their speci.es-dependency. 
The second part of the methodology·was _to calculate, from the 
mechanical tests carried out on small, clear specimens in Subproject 
3.1, "Physical and Mechanical Properties and Anatomy", the basic stress 
value for each species. The allowable stress values are then calculated 
by multiplying the basic stress values by a "strength .rati 0 11 reduction 
factor, which is a number which is supposed to represent the strength-
reducing effects of the defects which are permitted in the grade.· 
This factor is determined by testing a limited number of full-size 
beams which contain the defect and then comparing this value to the 
strength of clear wood. However, during my first visit to the Project 
in 1975, I pointed out that the above method of determining allowable 
stresses has been found to be questionable, and that a more satisfactory 



















and then base the allowable stresses on the ... near-minimum" strength 
value of the populations. The project was then modified to test 
much larger numbers of full-size beams and columns than had been 
originally proposed. The third part of the subproject was then to 
promulgate a grading rule taking into account all the information 
developed in the first two parts. 
The distribution of work between the Junta and the national 
counterparts was as follows. In the countries full-size material 
was collected from sawmi 11 s and from 1 umber.vards, was g.raded 
according to a tentative rule prepared by the Coordinator of the 
subproject, and then tested as beams and.columns, according to a 
me tho do 1 ogy p r~ared by the Coordinator, with the data being sent to 
Lima for analysis and compilation. To assist the national counterparts 
in grading the material, some people were sent from each country to 
a grading course held in Georgetown, Guyana. 
2.3 Accomplishments and Comments 
{a} The sawmill survey seems. not to have been carried out with much 
enthusiasm in all the countries. Reasons given for this are that 
the forms were somewhat unclear, the questions were not particularly 
applicable to some situations, the sawmills \'/ere hard to get to, some of 
the information was provided in earlier studies, etc. The material 
obtained is now with the Junta in Lima, .but plans for its use and. 


















(b) The beam and column testing progress in each country is as 
follows: 
2-4 
(i) Bolivia did not have facilities for full-size beam and 
column tests and so the material collected was sent to 
Lima for testing. /' 
(ii) Peru has tested at least 20 beams __ of_~ach of at leastnD 
Peruvian species, and the same numbers of Bolivian beams. 
In some cases, considerably more than 20 beams have been 
tested. These numbers are vague because, in spite of 
repeated requests, totals (as of December 1977) were not 
supplied. 
(iii) Ecuador carried out the beam tests by means of a contract 
with the Laboratorio de Resistencia de Materiales de la 
Facultad de lngenieria Civil de la Universidad Central, Quito.· 
r----
The testing is complete and consists of 488 beam tests in(l4 
species. No columns were tested because of a lack of suitable 
testing machines. 274 beams were 4 x 14 cm in cross-section 
and were subjected to third-point loading on a span of 2-10 m. 
The other 214 beams were 4 x 12 cm with a span of 2-16 m. All 
of the Ecuadorian project data appears in a publication 
produced in Quito at the completion of the project (on schedule) 
in June 1977. 
(iv) Columbia and Venezuela also tested a minimum of 20 beams 
of~4 species each. 
(c) The original grading rule was developed by Sr. Cano and is 


















four species groups and two grades: I and II (plus Reject) in 
each species group. Cano left the project in July 1977 and all 
the work completed by that date was subsequently reviewed by 
2-5 
Dr. Julio C~sar Centeno of M~rida, Venezuela in a report "Sistema 
Andino de Clasificacion para Madera Estructural" dated October 5, 
1977. Centeno 1 argely rejected the work of Cano and promulgated 
a new grading rule, which upon close exanrlnation, appears to be 
similar to the Guyana Grading Rule, which was developed by Harry 
Booth. The similarity is not surprising, because Harry Booth helped 
Centeno to devise the new grading rule. Centeno analyzed all the beam 
t~st data available as of July 1977 and correctly concluded that Cane's 
g.rading rule did not effectively separate the grades in regard to 
strength. He also took issue with my earlier observation in Report 
No. 2 that Cano's grading rule did appear to be working. My conclusion 
was based upon a detailed examination of two particular species as 
well upon assurances that the behaviour of other species was the same 
as we had found for the two species. Upon reviewing all the data 
available in November 1977, it was found that the two species examined 
did in fact support the Cano rule but to a much greater extent than 
did all the othe,r species. I conclude that I was misled, deliberately 
or not I cannot tell. This, incidentally, points up a quandary for 
visiting consultants - does one act as a resource person (as one should) 
responding as needed to the requirements of the workers or does one 
act as a policeman on IDRC's behalf, demanding to see for oneself 
all of the original test data? Wh~t this amounts to is whether one 


















and courtesy, or with suspicion, either of their honesty or of 
their competence. 
2-6 
At any rate, the Centeno rule is much simpler than the Cano rule, 
combining only three species groups, and only one grade, Select 
{and Reject). Consequently, the beam test data "fit" the Centeno 
rule better than the Cano rule. In mid-December, when I left Peru, 
analysis of the beam test data was still proceeding, and so a final 
decision on its efficacy is not available .. However, it appears as 
though it, pe.rhaps with a few relatively small revisions, will become 
a sati.sfactory grading rule for the use in construction of tropical 
woods from the Andean Pact· countries. In my opinion, there is 
adequate data available from phase one of the project to complete 
this subproject, and a con ti nuati on of the work into the second pha e , 
does not warrarit high priority. Due to Centeno's commitments in 
Merida, Venezl'Jela, it is not clear just how or when this subproject 
will be 100% complete. From the results available to date, however, 
it was possible to propose tentative allowable stresses for the three. 
species grol'Jps, and these tentative allowable stresses have been used 
in the preparation of the Design Manual. It is strongly recommended j 
upon its completion, that this work be reviewed externally before the .. 
Manual is pl'Jblished in final form. Another small potential problem 
area is that it nm·i appears that, after all the beam testing, Centeno 
is basing his allowable stresses mainly on the results of the small 
clear specimen testing with the role of the beam test results being 
somewhat uncertain. This needs careful checking during final review 





















(d) In the tests on small clear specimens in Subproject 3.1, high 
correlations were found (not surprisingly) between specific gravity 
,-r. -
-- . --------· 
and most mechanical properties. Thi.s good carrel ati on between strength 
r--- . --- -·- ---
and density is being used as the means for the future inclusion of new 
species into the species groups. ·This is a l~ttle dangerous, because 
usually such correlations are found to be considerably less exact 
for full-size, in-grade, material than for small clears. The same 
caution applies in the event that machine stress rating may be 
recommended for grading tropical lumber. This technique rests on 
the correlation between the modulus of elasticity of the.material 
{i.e. its ·stiffness) and the modulus of rupture {i.e. its bending 
strength). This correlation, again, is generally much better for 
small cl ears than for "natura 1" pieces. To summarize, there appears\ 
to be no safe reas·onable al'ternative to the testing of populations ( 
of full-size, in-grade material, if decisions have to be made about 1 
I 
the safe allm<1able stress to be applfod to that species. ..I 
{e) As we visited each of the national laboratories involved in the 
. grading ~ubproject, they were a 11 asked if they experienced any 
problems. Mo~terviewees indica!:_d that there had jeen inadequate 
communication with the Coordinator. There was considerable confusion . r----
·apparently as to what exactly was supposed to be done, and some 
difficulties in knowing how to do it (particularly with classifying 
( defects according to the grading rule). All agreed that there was 






















(f) Another problem area was the Guyana Grading Course. Although 
most of the people who attended felt that it was a worthwhile 
exercise, most also criticized the organization of the course. 
Complaints included too short notice, plane tickets and travel 
advances not being made cwailable, the course hosts in Georgetown 
not being prepared for the arrival of the attendees, language problems 
(the course was given in English), the course being too short and/or 
too compressed, etc. Most of these problems would seem to be 
avoidable with proper management. 
{g) As a positive general comment, al,l of the.laboratories involved 
in the grading subproject (even the Merida lab} feel that they have 
·benefitted by having taken part in it, both by the exercise of grading 
full-size material according to some rule, and by testing full-size 
structural members. More generally, the project itself seems to be 
the start of something big and important in the subregion in terms of 
11 self-he.lp 11 research. 
)< (h) Another complaint was that the national counterparts ·in the 
subprojects did not re.ceive all the publications which were available 
and relevant to their work. For example, my first report was published 
by the Junta and it dealt at some length with the grading, design, and 
joints subprojects, but it is not distributed to the workers in these 
subprojects. This appears to be the fa~lt of the Junta. My second· 





















it was received by some of the subproject personnel but not those 
in Merida; in this case, the fault {and the report) may rest with 






















3. SUBPROJECT 3.3 (DESIGN) 
3.1 Objectives 
There were many parts to this subproject: 
(a) the preparation of the Cartilla (an elementary book on how 
· wood behaves when used in construction) and, much later, the 
preparation of a Manual for the engineering design of wood mei~bers, 
(b) conducting a program of research on new proposals for wood J 
construction at the PREVI Laboratory in Lima, . 
(c) architectural studies: modular coordination, urban planning, 
climatic zonification, 
X (d) conducting a study of existing wood construction in the subregion 
to determine why and how v1ood has performed successfully in the past. 
3.2 Accomplishments and Comments 
(a) Activity (d) was never carried out because of a lack of funds 
and qualified manpower. This is too bad because presumably a great 
deal of useful information could have been extracted from such a st"udy. 
It is hoped that i:t will be possible to revive this work in. the second 
phase. 
(b) Activity (c) appears to have been carried out mainly, if not 






















work \·/as rejected by the Coordinator of the Design Subproject, 
0 
Lucho Takahashi, and consequently only fragments of it appear in 
the Cartil la. As I said in two p.revi ous reports, I have no competence 
in this particular field, and will decline to comment on the work 
done by Barraco. However, visiting architectural expert Ilmar Teng 
reviewed the wo.rk on mod1:1l ar coordination, and IDRC should attempt 
to obtain a copy of Teng 1 s report. 
(c) The research program (b) was never carried out. This 1s discus-
sed at length in my third report. 
(d) The Cartilla and the Manual were not complete as of mid-December, 
1977. The Cartilla, however, was rapidly nearing completion and 
my last input to it consisted of relatively mi.nor editori·al suggestions. 
The Cartilla i$ a first-rate publication: it is an excellent pictorial 
and textural explanation of the factors which affect the use of wood 
in construction in the Andean Pact countries. Being a fundamental 
document, 1t will probably be·read once or twice by a person during 
a formal, or self-directed, educational program, prior to attempting 
to use the Manual, which is designed to be used repeatedly in profes-
sional practice. However, the Cartila contains little, if any, original 
information, either in terms of new research data or in terms_o,f an· -----·--original synthesis of exi?ting ideas. Consequently, it is very doubtful 
~--- -- ---- -·---.-~-·--
whether it falls within IDRC's mandate to finance the preparation of 
this publication. Because of this, and because of the obvious value 
which this publication will have in the development of wood construction 
in South America, it may be in order to dis·cuss with CIDA whether they 





















Hark on the Manual started only in July 1977 during rT\Y third 
visit when it was discovered that there had been evidently no 
·intention to include in the Cartilla any real information on how 
t~ design or build a wooden structure of any kind, or any engineering 
data that had been de.riv.e.d_ft:Q.ID the testing program. It had always __ 
-.-.I!! ~--""'~----.,,_"""'",;;~-"""' 
been understood by IDRC that this information would be produced. The 
Manual was then begun in order to fill this need and in the intervening/ 
six months , a cons i derab 1 e amount has been done - 1 a rge l y ori gi na 1 - J 
and a very useful document, possibly unique in South America, wil 1 ______. 
be produced. As of mid-December 1977, a great deal of~~ ~ 
and~~olishing still had to be done._ Because of the 
importance of being sure that the allowable load values and design 
charts in the Manual are correct and will yield designs that be 
both economical and safe, it is important that this pl:lblication be 
very carefully checked, and then reviewed by international wood engineering 
experts. My involvement in the preparation of the Manual will continue 
by mail in early 1978. The Junta's current plans arn to send the Manual 
out for~~teW> in March or Apri-1 with publication scheduled 
for Fall, 1978. On the basis of past experience and because of th_e 
dispersal of the Junta team~ this would appear to be .a rather optimistic 
schedule. However, the publication is well worth waiting for. 
{e) Returning to the Cartilla for a moment, the Junta decided to 
drop one of the chapter, "Ejemplos 11 (Examples), which had been prepared. 
This chapter was to include, for each of the five countries, examples 
of existing successful wood construction. This was supposed to have 
been done by the counterpart for the design subproject in each country, 






















it vias decided not to use this material; this is regrettable. 
(f) The Coordinator of the Design Subproject was Lucho .Takahashi 
in Lima. He left the Project in July 1977 and consequently, no 
final report on this subproject will be prepared. 
(g) It was difficult to determine exactly what the national 
counterparts had done in this subproject, but is is known that one 
activity participated in by all countries was the preparation of the 
Glossary. The Glossary is a component of the Cartilla which compares 
in all f1ve countries, the vocabulary of wood construction: names 
of tools, structural members and connections,·mechanical properties,[ 
etc. There is remarkable regional variation in this nomenclature 
and this was quite a necessary exercise. A 1 ong with the comparison · 
I 
of names in the Glossary, a single name is suggested for each item I. 
and it is proposed that this name be used throughout the subregion. 
(h) Other counterpart activities were seen in Colombia, Ecuador and 
Venezuela. In Colombia, we were shown a two-volume report on wood 
construction prepared by a group of architects which is said to have 
been produced as a result of the project. In Ecuador, a group of 
fourth-year architecture students prepared an hour-long videotape 
of structural wood utilization, starting with an exposition on 
tropical trees and forests, including descriptions of all the standard 
tests carried out in the project, and ending with footage on tests 
which they had designed of model wooden trusses. This was a very 
good piece of work and an excellent example of the kind of infra-
























we saw a prototype wooden house which was designed for the Guyana 
region by a group of people including Dr. Centeno and others at 
the r.1erida Laboratory (this activity was not part of this project). 
(i) For the future {this is described in the fifth chapter of 
this report dealing with phase two}, the t·)anual will form the basis 
of seminars for professionals and of course for er:igineering and 
architecture students at the universities. It should be re-cognized 
that the Manual represents the state of the art of wood engineering 
practice at any given time and thus must be revised from time to 
time as more research is completed and as more experience in the I 
engineered use of wood is gained. In contrast~ the Cartilla is a 
treatise on fundamentals and thus should need much fewer revisions, 
probably for editorial reasons. 
{j) In talking to the national counterparts for this subproject, 
it was again mentioned that the single greatest problem area was 
with communtcat_ion and coordination; there was apparently very little. 
At the same time, it was conceded by the counterparts that there was 
not enough money available in the subproject for them to devote a 
great deal of effort to the work. _ 
(k) Within the design project was the program to assemble a _new 
structural testing laboratory at PREVI in Lima on land belonging 
to the Peruvian Ministry of Housing arid Construction. A detailed 
description of this facility appears in my third report and does not 
need repeating here. In mid-December, 1977, of the three testing 




















elements was completed. Following completion of a great many 
. -----.....-.-... 
beam and column tests, it was standing idle. The truss testing 
-------~__,-~ 
. faci 1 i ty was nearing completion. Work on the seismic testing / 
facility was continuing (after a number of false starts) but based 
on experience, it would be folly to suggest a completion date for 
. it. As described in detail in my third report, virtually none of\ 
the work originally proposed for the PREVI Lab has been carried ou~ 
IDRC was clearly m~sled in regard to the Junta's intentions in this 
area. 
Plans for the use of the PREVI Lab are growing prodigiously, including 
the intention to build a weathering chamber large enough to accept 
entire houses. Also planned is a system of tracks and platforms and 
a railway-type turntable enabling full houses to be built and shuttled 
aroundthe site from their construction area to the weather chamber 
to the seismic shaker to a storage area. There appears to be more 
enthusiasm for bui 1 ding a monument than for 1 eani ng. about· wood 
construction; the site has the potential of becoming a very expensive 
white elephant. The time has come to look very carefully at exactly 
what this laboratory's future role should be. In chapter five of this 
report, a proposal for the future development of PREVI is put forward. 
Incidentally, two other problems at the PREVI Lab could be noted. 
One is that the project's rel~tionships with the owner of the land, the 
Ministry of Housing and Construction, are somewhat strained and there is 
continuing lack of clarity as to the Junta's tentire on the land.•and 
its ownership of materials and equipment on the site. The other 




















is seen as a Peruvian faci 1 i ty and not an Andean Pact 1 aboratory. 
Obviously, efforts have to be made to counter this false image. 
(1) Another problem that could be mentioned is my perception 
of a lack of dedication to the project on the part of some members 
of the design subproject, as revealed by periods of -incredibly low 
productivity while on full salary. One example is described in detail 
in my third report. The cause. coul dbe a conflict of interest due 
to some of the project workers having outside commercial interests 
and professional practices. The contracts for professional workers 
in the second phase should be \•/ri tten to reduce the poss i bi 1 i ty of this 
kind of abuse. A related problem is the matter of international trips. 
It is difficult to see how much benefit for the project as a whole has 
been received from at least three of the international trips undertak~n 
by members of the Junta group, particularly because no satisfactory 
reports of the trips were produced. This obviously needs much greater 
control in phase two. 
(M) In view of the common prejudice against wood construction because 
of its flanunability, surprisingly little -attention was paid to the 
fire resistance of wood, or to fire retardant treatments, or to the 
limit or urban planning or structural design which reduce fire hazards. 
This al so wi 11 evidently have to be considered before wood can be used 




















4. SUBPROJECT 3.4 (JOINTS) 
4.1 Objectives and Methodology 
These are described in detail in my first report, and insofar as 
they have not been significantly altered during the project, they 
are not repeated here. 
4.2 Accomplishments and Comments 
(a) This was fairly straightforward testing and the specinien 
preparation and testing methods were well documented in the ASTM 
Standards and Junta publications. The testing has been completed 
except at La Molina University in Lima, because log collection and 
delivery problems have constantly delayed the project and at Medellin, 
·colombia, because of money problems. Completion is anticipated by 
early 1978. The tests results are being analyzed by computer in Lima 
under the direction of the Subproject Coordinator, Dr. Centeno of 
Merida, Venezuela. 
(b) Centeno also plans to carry out studies of correlations.among 
connection capacity, diameter and specific gravity values in an attempt 
to generate a general mathematical model for the resistance of nailed 
and bolted joints used in tropi.cal hardwoods. This work is not complete, 
and because of Dr~ Centeno's commitments iA Merida, it is difficult 
to predict when thts work will be complete and a final report prepared 




















(c) Communications and coordination were regarded as poor in this 
subproject also. According to Centeno, it was because the Junta 
did not give him adequate travel money to visit his counterparts 
at the appropriate times and because mail and telephone services 
from Merida are allegedly very poor. There was possibly some 
confusion at one stage as to whether it was Senor Cano or Dr. Centeno 
who was actually the Coordinator. This is the kind of problem which 
can be minimized by proper management from the Junta. Also, other 
means of conmunication, e.g. telex, should be investigated for project 
communications in the future. 
(d) Centeno at one time distributed a c<:>mmentary on the joints 
testing program to the national counte,rparts; this commentary 
indicated that wax paper sho.uld be used in the test specimens to 
reduce the effects of friction in th~ faints. It is alleged that 
Dr. Kauman, on one of his visits to the project, advised workers to 
ignore this prov1s1on. Consequently, about half of the countries 
used wax paper and half did not, leading to some probl~in analyzing~ 
and comparing the test data. If this is in fact what happened, it ~ 
~~-··--~-~--~--- - --~~~.-,,c-.~. -
constitutes unwarranted interference with the normal lines of communication 
and authority within the project, and undermines the role of the 
Subproject Coordinator. In Chapter 5 are listed a series of proposals 
for the improved management of visiting experts. 
(e) It appears that Dr. Centeno intends, when he derives the 
allowable design loads for nailed and bolted joints, to use the same 
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agree with this. The North American values have been found 
to be satisfactory for North American purposes after many 
decades of satisfactory experience in construction. · In South 
America, this experience does not exist, and only a limited number 
of tests have been carried out. It would thus appear to be prudent 
at this time to use factors of safety considerably greater than the I 
North American ones. 
(f) The members of the evaluation m~ssion were delighted to see 
that the workers in the national laboratories who carried out the 
joints (and other subprojects) appeared to do so Nith enthusiasm 
and dedication, and in several instances generated innovative 






















5. PHASE TWO 
5.1 Objectives of the Second Phase 
This chapter is a bit difficult to write because the proposals 
of the Junta for the second phase of the project do not remain fixed long 
enough for one to completely evaluate them~ Therefore, it is necessary to 
deal with the proposals in somewhat general terms rather than specifically 
at this time. Also, one has to go beyond the official documents which have 
been prepared and to comment on matters which are known to be under discussion 
but which have not yet been set dm~n· on paper. Accordingly, the following 
comments are based upon an undated. document prepared by the Junta approximately 
in mid-November 1977, as well c:.s upon discussions held with Marcelo Tejada and 
Gilles Lessard. 
Most generally, the purpose of the second phase is to develop 
prototype wood housing forthe Andean Pact countries. In accomplishing this, 
it is proposed to do many things, as follows: 
(a) to generate more data of the type produced in the first phase, i.e. 
subjecting additional species to the same tests as were carried out in 
the past two years; 
{b) to conduct, primarily at the PREVI (or now 11 LADIMA 11 ) Laboratory in Lima, 
the static and dynamic tests on structural components and systems which 
w~re originally supposed to have been done in the first phase (reference 
m.v reoort of Jam1ary 21, 1977); 





















oil structu.ral members and assemblies (these are described in detail later); 
(d) to bu1ld a weathering chamber at PREVl large enough to accept 
entire houses so that environmental effects can be observed on full-
scale houses; 
{e) to conduct studies of the building process so that it can be 
rationalized and standardized, including the development of a system 
of modulnr coordination; 
(f) to conduct feasibility studies regarding the establishment of plants 
for the prefabrication of wood houses; 
(g) to build prototype housing in the various countries of the Subregion; 
{h) to conduct courses and semi r:iars throughout the Subregion on- the design 
of wood structures. 
5.2 General Comments 
(a) My first comment is that the greater part of the proposals I have 
been exposed to are far too general and too vague to warrant serious 
evaluation. There is much evidence that the proposals have not been 
completely thought through, and also that technical appraisal and 
input to them has not been made by many of the key researchers who 
wi 11 have to carry out the work. This was made very evident to 
the evaluation mission as we enquired of the technical people in 
each country what they knew of the second phase proposals. Generally, 
they knew very little.Because of the broad sweep of the second phase 






















to pause now and to think out carefully and discuss widely and in 
detail what should be done next. I strongly recommend that IDRC not 
bt: rushed into a decision on the se.cond phase; there is little to be V 
lost by waiting and much to be gained. 
(b) Some of the \·lork proposed is development and not research and 
thus is simply not within IDRC's mandate as I understand it, but 
may be within CIDA's. As indicated below, it may be to the mutual 
advantage of all parties for I0RC to enter into discussions with CIDA 
as to how the two agencies can coope:rate in supporting various portions 
of the second phase. 
(c) In the proposals for mechanical testing of members and components, 
it appears that by far the greatest amount of work (and ·certainly the 
most interesting part of the work) is to be carried out at PREVI and 
relatively little in the laboratories of the other countries. As 
indicated a few times previously in this report, the members of the 
evaluation mission were most favourably impressed by the work and 
by the workers in the national laboratories - there was enthusiasm 
for the work, there was a consci en ti ous attitude towards doing the 
work carefully and on schedule, there were many new ideas and proposals 
for future work. In contrast, I have developed a rather negative 
attitude towards many of the Jt1nta group in Lima: not once has any 
deadline for any part of the work ever been met; as indicated earlier 
on at least two occasions, we have been deliberately misled as to the 
intentions and the findings of parts of the work; there is evidence 
of a cavalier attitude towards how IDRC's money is to be spent; there 























dangerous combination of arrogance and incompetence in some.of 
the members of the group. Trying to be ·objective and to put aside 
personal feelings regarding the Junta group, I a~ still led to the 
-~~~- -~ 
conclusion that the project (and the countries) will be better 
' served by IDRC supporting the national laboratories to a much 
greater extent than in the first phase and by reducing its support 
of the Lima group. This does not apply to the Merida Laboratory ; n 
Venezuela. This lab is fully developed and has been for some years. 
However, Venezuela does not really need foreign aid. 
5.3 Does Low-Income Wood Ho11sing Make Sense? 
Before dealing with the specifics of the proposals, it could be 
worthwhile to. review for a moment the fundamental precept of this project, 
which is, as I understand it, that the Andean Pact.countries have an.immense 
unde,ruti l i zed resource - the forests of the Amazon basin __ and a desperate 
need for wood housing. Therefore, according to the Junta,.· the forest stand 
should be more greatly utilized for the production of building materials for 
houses, principally lowcost houses in order to help the secto.r of the population 
·which has tl:le poorest shelter. This sounds marvellous, but perhaps the two 
parts of the problem could be examined a bit closer. 
First, the need for wood housing. After the evaluation mission (which 
was ITlY fourth visit to South America for IDRC) I travelled throughout Peru for 
about a month, trying to develop some understanding of the relationship among 
Peruvians, the various climates in which they live, their various socio-economic 
























role of wood as the building material of the shelter. There are hazards 
in pretending to understand something this complex after such a short time, 
but a few things did become evident quite quickly.· .With the exception of the 
more affluent levels of Peruvian society, and with the exception of the large 
urban centers like Lima-Callao, Arequipa and Trujillo, there has developed 
a highly appropriate and natural form of housing in the jungle, in the mountains, 
and in the desert. In the mountains, the constructi.on material of the lower-
i ncome g!roups is adobe for walls and wood pol es or hewn rafters for the roof 
framing covered with tiles, thatch or metal. It appears that a man living 
in the mountains has the skill to build himself an adobe house, and he can 
use the natural materials which are free on his land - mud, straw, water and 
sun. Unless the Andean governments propose to provide lumber and tools free 
to the campesinos, it is hard to see why wood would be preferred to adobe. 
In the desert regions (and in the green river valleys which.intersect the coastal 
desert) the materials are adobe and also woven panels made of split cane supported 
on wood pole frameworks. Again, the cane is locally available on the land {quite 
abundantly in some areas) e.nd pro vi des both ventilation and protection from sun 
and sand. This type of housing accompanies a rather primitive lifestyle; however, 
it is not the shelter itself which is primitive but rather the lack of services and 
furnishings inside the house. 
In the jungle, it is a pole frame structure with a raised living 
platform., mainly open sides, and a steep roof thatched straw or palm leaves; 
it seems to be perfectly inbalance with the combined need for ventilation, 
drainage and protection from rain and animals, it is readily constructed from 
the materials at hand and it is adequately durable for the semi-nomadic life style 





















In the cities and towns, the materials are usually concrete, 
brick, stone and adobe, with gypsum plaster. Again excluding the houses 
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of the relatively affluent, it is clear that the typical close proximity of 
houses in urban areas would constitute an unacceptable fire hazard if the dwel-
lings were made of wood. It is worthwhile to recall that Lima has only a 
volunteer fire brigade, and it \'ms demonstrated last summe,r to_ be woefully 
inadequate to cope with a fire of any magnitude. 
If there is any validity at all to the above observations, it would 
follow that low income housing for the Andean Pact countries might not 
advantageously be produced from tropical lumber. In contrast, it is possible 
to see it used in more expensive housing, in which it could be designed to provide 
beauty, strength, resistance to fire, permar:ience, and possibly e.cor:iomy. 
real potential also ~strial-, ;~m~~-;~ial- and assemb~;-;:-u~ldings. 
It has 
Another 
area where it could be very useful is in prefabricated buildings which have 
to be transported some distance and erected relatively quickly, e.g. for mining, 
construction, and milita,ry camps. Another possibility at this time, as the 
Peruvian sol is steadily being devalued, and the country's need to utilize natural 
-resources to earn foreign exchange is so great, is the~ market for pre-
fabricated wood construction; the particular benefit here is in exporting 
finished or semi-finished products rather than raw mate.rials. Developing 
countries can find themselves in a good world competitive position if they 
can "add value" to the natural resource before exporting it. 
Incidentally,i-fitistrue that the sector of the population which 
might benefit the least from the development of sawn lumber as a building 




















IDRC which presumably is more interested in improving the quality of life 
for those most in need, is faced with a bit of a quandary. 
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The above·paragraphs looked at one side of the problem - the need 
. for wood housing. The other side is the capability of the tropic.al forest 
to be utilized to a much greater extent. Two of ID.RC 1.s recent pub 1 i cations * 
have· pointed out the potential dangers of increasing the harvest from the tropical 
forest without proper supervision alild silvicultural management. Because of the 
great complexity of the tropical ecology, because of the sensitivity of the 
tropical forest to harvesting, and because the professional practice of 
forestry in the subregion is still evolving, there _appears to be ·a real need 
to evaluate carefully what this increased exploitation will do to the forests 
of the subregion . 
Taking all of the above comments into consideration, it is clear 
that a careful re-evaluation of the purpose of the project is called for. 
There is a real need to consider carefully who will make use of the sawn 
lumber, and of the construction technology, that will be generated as a result 
of the second phase. Although there is a desperate need to improve the qualit§ 
of much of the housing in tati n America, it is not cl ear that sawn lumber wi 11 
provide the means of so doing. It is possible to suspect that the opportunity 
to stimulate the economies of the Andean countries by exploiting the forest · \ 
resource has produced a rather artificial ~nthusiasm for wood housing. 
* Bene, J.G., J.W. Beall and A. Cote, 1977. Trees, food and people: land 
management in the tropics. IDRC. 




















5.4 High Priority Research 
Uaving said all of the above about the need to re-assess the 
objectives of the proj.ect, 1 et us suppose that such an exercise has been 
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. carrie.d out and that a rationale for proceeding with research on light wood 
construction has been successfully defended; then, what areas of research 
should receive highest priority? In my opinion, it is essential to understand 
the mechanical behaviour cf the wooden structures being considered, i.e. the 
response of the wood structural systems, in terms of resistance to fracture and 
deformation, when the anticipated loadings due to service conditions are applied,. 
·i.e. the forces. due to wind, due to earthquakes, du~ to the weights of the 
people using the structure and their furnishings, equipment, etc.· In terms 
of the specific tests suggested in the Junta document mentioned earlier, I 
would suggest high priority to be given to the following: 
(a) development of designs for roof trusses and their joints, and 
......______._ ____ ... _._~-:-e" - ~ ' • - - - .J'; ••• 
static load tests on the trusses; 
(b) static axial compression tests on studs and columns (the column 
proposal could be modified to check the design method for columns 
of any slenderness, rather than simply carrying out mass testing of 
columns at various slenderness values); 
(c) static tests on beams and joints to see the effect of duration 
of load on the strength of beams (this seems to be particularly 
important in the Subregion where, ·on some roof members, these could 
be a high ratio if dead load to live load, i.e. the greater part of 
the design load would be permane~t; we also suspect that the duration 




















assumed in North America rather than behaving like the newly-
di scovered 11 fi fth percenti 1 e" res.ponse of temperate conifers); 
(d) static tests of beams of low density (0.3 to 0.4) (it is 
claimed that it has been recently found that a substantial 
-number of tropi_c_al species are within this specific gravity 
range; if this is indeed so, their low density could result in 
much easier handling, sawing, drilling, nailing, and thus they 
would be eminently suited for construction); 
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(e) static and dynamic tests on composite wall panels (this is 
particularly useful because this will tell how various construction 
of walls - framing plus exterior cladding plus interior finish (if 
any) with and without openings for windows and doors - wi 11 resist 
v~rtical and horizontal loads applied both statically and repetitively); 
-~~~. 
(f) seismic simulation tests on entire house units using the Shaker 
facility at PREVI {but perhaps with simpler i-nstrumentation than is 
proposed) 
.Incidentally, some other tests which might be included are determining 
·the durability of nailed and bolted joints. It is well known that the 
chemical reactions which take place between the extractives in some species 
and the metal fastener can result in a deterioration of the jotnt, particularly 
if the wood is in the green eondition. It would be worthwhile to examine this 
aspect of the performance of connections before any final design proposals 



















5.5 Location of the Research 
The next question is "Hhere should these tests be carried out?" 
The seismic simulation tests (f) and tl;ie dynamic tests (e) would probably 
have to be carried out at PREVI because the expensive and specialized 
equipment for this type of work exists only there. In fact, this is 
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probably the direction that the PREVI Lab should grow in - towards being at:i 
Andean Laboratory for Dynamic Testing - and-there is no reason why it should 
be restricted to wood construction. It should have an international policy 
committee to formulate research p.rograms. Strong efforts should be made to 
avoid its having a Peruvian identity; it should be, and should be seen to be, 
a subregional facili.ty. 
However, with respect to the static tests in the above list, these 
should be carried out as much as possible in the various national laboratories 
of th~ Subregion._ In terms of developing national technical infrastructures, 
distributing the testing work will be much more productive than, s~y, bringing 
the various nationals to PREVI to work there. Another reason is that each 
country will have its own preferred speCies for investigation' aRd it becomes 
unnecessarily expensive to ship this material to Lima. Also, for the wall 
systems tests, each country will have its traditional methods of framing and 
cladding a wall, and the program should be responsiv~ to these preferences. 
5.6 Low Priority Research 
The proposed tests to which I would assign low priority are the 




















(a) construction of a weathering chamber for full-size houses 
(this is an enormously expensive method of generating a minuscule 
amount of informatfon; the idea is just plai.n silly); 
(b) static tests on beams of high density (0.7 to 0.9) (this 
species is a declining component of the tropical forest, the wood 
is very difficult to work with in construction, and these species 
c~n be safely and conservatively utilized using the allowable 
stresses already determined for less dense species); 
(c) axial tension tests on full-size lumber {structural lumber 
is virtually never used in axial tension; the only significant 
place is in bottom chords and some webs of trus·ses and truss tests 
are a 1 ready recommended for high priority); 
(d) shear strength of full-size pieces (shear strength is rarely 
critical in light construction; some auxiliary tests could be 
carried out in the laboratories but these don't warrant consideration 
as a full-blown subproject); 
(e) effect of moisture content on strength (this is always useful 
information to have but, compared to all the other work of much 
greater significance that is proposed, it should receive low 
priority. at this time; also, dry lumber (which is stronger is 
green lumber) can be safely and conservatively used in construction 
using the allowable stresses already generated for green lumber); 




















(aside from the species mentia·ned above in regard to density ranges, 
we already have test data for more than 100 species from phase one; 
this is a lot of information and it is a better use of resources 
at this time to build Upon the existing data rather than to broaden 
the .database; thi.s proposal is largely a "make-work" proposition 
put forward by the Junta to give the national labs something to do 
in phase two. As described above, there are possible activities 
for the nati anal labs which will be much more worthwhile and educational. 
5.7 Development Projects for Possible Support by CIDA 
Some of the proposed work, as indicated earlier, is development 
activity and could be considered for support by CIDA. 
(a) One such project is the setting up of seminars to be presented 
throughout the Subregion to introduce people to the Cartilla and · 
the Design Manual. This wouldbe directed pri.marily towards engineers, 
architects, builders and students. It should show them how to use 
the publications to aid them in the design of wood structures. Because 
of the variation of traditional construction throughout the Subregion, 
the team presenting the seminar should include at least on~ 
~~or architect who has been involved in the work_ 
.of the first phase. There is obviously room in such an exercice 
for outside consultation with European or North American experts on 
the design of such seminars, but the actual presentation should 



















(b} A second development area is the rationalization and 
standardization of the construction industry including the 
development of a system of modular coordination, studying the 
feasibility of industrialized prefabrication and the erection 
of prototype housing. This may or may not be a useful activity 
but the necessity for it and the methods of doing it are so 
vaguely expressed that it requires considerably more work in 
. preparation before it can be sei"i0usly assessed. 
. (c) Another subproject which might be considered is a study 
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of traditional methods of wood construction in the Subregion to see 
what lessons for the future can be learned. As in many other 
. societies, there exists a substantial body of ·11folk 11 knowledge, 
particularly about organic materials, which is largely ignored when 
a new technology is being produced. Wood has been used successfully 
in South America since colonial times, and it would benefit the 
present work if we could study exactly why the earl i e.r usage was 
successful. Inci dentally, the activity was proposed for the 
first phase but was dropped for lack of funds and lack of qualified 
manpower. Ideally, the assessments involved here might best be 
·made by a three-man team consisting of an architect, a structural 
engineer, and a wood technologist. 
5.8 Role of the Junta in Phase Two 
It follows from the above that the role of the Junta would be 




















as it should be. What then v1ill be their major activity? First, they should 
have the responsibility for mounting the wood design seminars described 
~
earlier. Secondly, they should have the responsibility to see that a good 
level of communications is maintained among all the participating groups. 
Emphasis t:iere is on 11.maintaining .communications 11 as distinct from ·management 
~--------· 
or direction. Included in this is the responsibility for editing, producing 
and distributing all publications produced from the project. The third activity 
would be to operate the PREVI Laboratory on behalf of an international policy 
committee. The fourth activity is to coordinate and organize international 
travel. This would include both internal consultation and training (visits 
of workers from one country to counterpart activity in another country; and 
training programs within the Subreg,ioR) and external consultation and training 
(bringing· experts to the Subregi'on at such a time and with such an itinerary 
as to maximize their usefulness to the project; and foreign training and 
fellowships for project workers). 
5.9 Proposals for Improved Management of Visiting Experts 
One areathat needs improvement in the second phase is IDRC's 
management of foreign expe,rts who are brought to the Subregion to assist with 
the project. 
(a) IDRC regards its visiting experts as being in two distinct 
categories· - those who are brought in to assist the project 
workers, and those who are brought in to assess the work being 
done on behalf of IDRC. The project workf!rs often have not been 
made aware of this distinction and naturally expect all experts to 


















to cons i derab 1 e disenchantment with the expert (and \'lith IDRC) 
In some cases, the expert himself may not fully appreciate 
the distinction, and this leads to confusion and frustration 
on all sides. Often it is possible for a visitor to play both 
roles in spite of the terms of reference of his consultancy, 
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but this i-s more by good luck than by good management. Obviously, 
IDRC should make clear to the expert, particula,rly to his project 
l:iosts, exactly what the expe.rt 1 s role is supposed to be. In cases 
where a country has requested the visit of an expert, that country 
should take part in drawing up the terms of reference of the 
consultancy. 
(b) Another type of problem arises when a visiting expert regards 
himself as a decision-maker in the project, and not, according to 
the IDRC philosophy, as a resource person. In phase one, this 
happened on at least one occasion and the position of a subproject 
coordinator was completely undermined. This circumstance indicates 
that lDRC must make very clear to the visitor that project decisions 
must be made by the ·nationals, and in accordance with the proper 
lines of communication and authority. 
(c) One complaint heard in the countries about visiting experts 
is that, while they may be very capable technically, they can be 
woefully ignorant of life in that country, i.e. the geography, 
political system, economic situation, and social customs. Apparently, 
ignorance of these matters is regarded as being more serious than 




















IDRC's image, it would seem to_ be worthwhile to make sure that 
consultants receive some sort of briefing material on the country 
prior to their first visit there. 
(d) On the matter of language, the effectiveness of a visit is 
very much dependent wpon the visitor's facility in the nati anal 
language quite in spite of the presence of translators. If rnRc 
plans to use an expert more than once in a certain country, it 
is very much in IDRC's interest to subsidize any language training· 
that the expert undertakes in connection with his continuing 
·involvement with IDRC. 
(e) Another problem area relates to IDRC's management of time 
during visits of gr.cups of experts. In the evaluation mission· 
for this proJect, there were several instances where the time for 
effective discussions between the visiting experts and the local 
workers was severely curtailed due to courtesy or political visits, 
due to mandatory social activities, due to g,roup discussions t1hich 
may or may not have coincided with an individual's assignment on· 
.the mission. IDRC has spent enough money on getting the expert to 
a particular place that eve.ry effort should be made to manage his 
time to produce the most effective result to IDRC and to the project. 
(f) In the case wherethe project personnel are the hosts for a 
visiting expert, IDRC should attempt to monitor the plans for his 
visit so that sufficient time remains for discussions with all the 
workers who wil 1 benefit from his visit. It is very easy to 




















on eating, sleeping, socializing, travelling, tourism, shopping 
for souvenirs, reconfirming his flights, checking into hotels, 
. and recovering from jet lag. 
5.10 Fellm'lships 
In terms of the technical and professional growth displayed by 
many individuals throughout the Subregion as a result of phase one, the 
project shauld be regarded as an unqualified success. Ecuador and Bolivia 
in particular, started from virtually nothing in the wood construction field. 
Two or three years later, they have developed test equipment and facilities, 
.. they have logged many hours of research experience in all the areas of the 
project, and now there is considerable enthusiasm to continue developing . 
It appears that many of the individuals in the project could benefit from 
·travelling to obtain training in research techniques or professional education 
in the areas of engineering and architecture. 
The first type of travel - for training - is possibly best done 
within the Subregion, i.e. travel from a less experienced laboratory to a more 
experienced one like Merida. These would typically be of short duration, and 
should be carried out as ·training programs within phase twe, once phase two 
gets started. No 1 anguage prob 1 ems are presented with this type of training. 
I can offer no recommendations as to who the most appropriate individuals 
might be. 
·For some of the professional engineers and architects in the project, 
travel away from South America would likely result in the greatest improvement 




















programs would be of much longer duration (6months to two years) and could 
be started either immediately or after phase two begins. Obviously, current 
or potenti a 1 abi 1 ity to work in a 1 anguage othe.r than Spanish is ca 11 ed for. 
Possible institutions which could provide satisfactory education are, for 
example, 
(a) the program in Timber Structures and Technology at Imperial 
College, London; 
(b) Centre. Technique du Bai s, France 
(c) several North American universities, e.g. Purdue, Washington 
State, Wisconsin, Syracuse, Toronto, Laval, UBC., Cal. Tech., and 
others. 
Three individuals who have displayed interest in such a program 
and who could benefit from such an experience are: 
(a) Christian Arbaiza, Lima, Peru 
(b) Nelson Toledo, Conocoto, Ecuador 
(c) -Octavio Lopez, Medellin, Colombia 
Surely there are others, but these are the ones who were noticed. · 
5.11 Liaison with Government Ministries and Industry 
The work of phase one was distributed throughout the five countries 
in conjunction with several nr:ticnal agencies, many of which were government 




















responsibility for forestry ·or natural resources. This was logical, because 
phase one was a program based on the exploitation of a natural resource. 
Phase two, however, is a little different in its emphasis. We already have 
the raw properties of the resource and it is the industrial utilization that 
is being studied. Accordingly, it is possible that a greater involvement 
with other government ministries may· be appropriate e.g. Ministries of Housing, 
Industry, Urban Planning, etc. In fact, I have been contacted by the Peruvian 
Ministry of Industry and Tourism about their potential role in the second phase, 
and in Bolivia, we spoke to representatives of the Ministry of Housing and 
Urban Planning. Their eagerness to participate should be welcomed. 
As we travelled through the Subregion, we inquired as to the relation 
between the project and the local industry. In many cases, there was no contact. 
In others, ttiere was a gradually increasing number of enquiries made by 
industry to the labs where the work was proceeding. It appeared that, at most, 
the project reacted passively to the surroundir:ig ir:idustry. In phase two, this 
won't be good enough. Strong efforts should be made to keep the wood industry 
(and engineers, architects, builders and the standards institutions) informed of 
what is happening in the project and how they can benefit from the results 
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FJK/JT 
Sr Ingeniero 
Marcelo Tejada V 
Jefe, PADT - REFORT 
.y' Department of Civil Engineering 
Imperial Institute Road, London sw7 
Telephone: 01-589 5111 Telex: 261S03 
. 7th April 1978 
Junta del Acuerdo de Cartagena 
Casilla de Correo 3237 v tORC $TAfr ·oNtV _ FOR USE B usn= DU PcllSONNtl Lima, Peru A L'USAGE EXCL • 
DU CR.Of· 
Dear Marcelo 
Because I did not see you during my trip to Lima March 16th - 24i::h, I 
am writing to summarize my connnents. In this report I will discuss the 
Manual, the system of classifying lumber species according to density, 
the.strength of Tornillo, the derivation of allowable stresses and the 
factor of safety, standard lumber sizes, possible activities in the 
second phase, and a few other matters. 
1. The Manual of Wood Construction 
The major activity during my visit to Lima was· a detailed review 
of the Manual and especially of those chapters relating to structural 
design. My first observation is that the Manual has the potential to 
be an excellent publication. Some first-rate, and original, work has 
been done by Roberto Machicao with the assistance of Christian Arbaiza. 
I am. sure that when the Manual is complete, it will be of world stature •. 
I would reconunend that full support be given to the completion and, 
later, 'to the dissemination of the Manual throughout the Subregion. 
Roberto, Christian. and I. discussed hundreds of suggestions for improve-
ment to the Manual._Obviously I won't list all of them here, but they do 
exist in writing and are with Roberto, either in th.e form of memoranda or 
as marginal notes in a marked-up copy of the Manual. A few of the major 
general conunents follow. 
A re-organization of the sequence and contents of the chapters is 
needed so that information which is used on a day-to-day basis in design is 
separated from reference information which is looked at only 
infrequently. Also, a more expansive Introduction chapter is needed to 
introduce the reader to wood construction in the Subregion; this would 
be in addition to the existing Introduction which is really more of a 
Preface. The Preface should make detailed reference to the other Junta 
publications. Finally, an effort should be made to achieve more con-
tinuity or flow from one chapter to another, and thts should obviously be 
done only by someone who really understands the engineering content of 
the Manual. 
Another ~eneral comment is that there are too many "standard" sizes · l i 
of lumber t~-tf'se in the graphs and tables. Later in this report I will (o 3 4 ,0. 9\~J 
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choosing the most rational set of sizes. 
The chapter on Joints is incomplete presumably because the final 
. report on the Joints Subproject is still not finished. This also 
means that the truss design chapter is incomplete because the data 
for the design of truss joints is missing. I would reconunend that 
··Roberto adopt for the Manual conservative values of nail and bolt 
design data from the world literature. and use them now in the Manual, 
rather than continuing to wait for the results of the Joints 
Subproject. 
With all of the design aids in the Manual, many of which will 
be unfamiliar to the users in the Subregion, there is a need for 
several examples and illustrations distributed in the Manual to show 
how. to use the graphs and tables. Also, there is a need,. at th_e eridJ 
of the Manual, to carry out a complete-design of one or more.wood 
structural systems to show how to apply and how to integrate all of 
the information in the Manual· to produce a total structure. This · 
should also include the specification of the wood products, an 
activity which normally accompanies design. 
Another area of incompleteness by others, which is delaying l 
the fin"ish of the Manual, is the Grading Subproject. Without the 
final report on this, we have only tentative allowable stresses upon 
which to base all the design charts in the Manual. It is recommended ~ 
that efforts be made to complete the Grading Subproject, and to have I 
it externally reviewed, as soon as possible. Incidentally, having 1 read Harry Booth's comments on the grading rule, I hope that all of / 
these will be incorporated. 
2. Classification of Structural Lumber 
In the Project and in the Manual, at the present time, the 
method of assigning particular species to species groups and of 
deriving allowable· stresses for each species group, is .based on den-
sity. This is because there exists a high correlation between density 
and the strength properties of small, clear specimens. However, we 
do not use small, clear specimens when we build wood structures - we 
use instead large pieces which contain the various defects which are 
permitted within the lumber grade. Now, the correlation between den-
sity and the strength of large, in-grade structural members is not as 
good as the correlation with .small, clear specimens. This is 
particularly true at the level of the fifth percentile of strength 
valuejrwhere the weakening influence of defects predominates over 
"clear wood" behaviour. 
This was confirmed last week when we examined some data from · / 
tests on full=s.ize ... beams with Hector Segura and Fernando Alvarez·. They 
showed us several species which displayed fifth percentile strength 
values much lower than those predicted by density correlations. 
Therefore, the proper allowable stresses in bending for these species 
are considerably lower than the prescribed allowable stress for their 
species group, and to use these species with the prescribed allowable 
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To summarize, basing strength predictions on density and on the 
behaviour of small, clear specimens just doesn't work safely and 
11 dependably at the level of the fifth percentile, which is the level N 
which is used for the derivation of allowable stresses. f 
Therefore, it is clear that some revision of this process is 
I necessary. I recommend that the fifth percenti.le modulus of rupture. ~~ value of the beam test data be obtained for each species under / ~ consideration and that the fifth percentile value. be based upon as _many beam tests as P.Oss.ih.J.g_. Then simPly rank all the species from I 
the weakest to the strongest (based upon·the fifth percentile beam 
test modulus of rupture value) and assign the strongest one-third to 
Group A, the next one-third to Group B, and the weakest one-third to 
Group C. The fifth percentile of the weakest species in each Group is 
the governing fifth percentile value for the-Group and the Group's 
allowable stress is based upon this value. 
The above procedure gives us an equal number of species in each 
Group. But, unless the relationship between strength and rank is 
linear (which is unlikely) there will not be an equal interval of 
strength values withiri each Group. Therefore, as an alternative pro- ( 
cedure, having ranked all of the ·species from the weakest to the . 
strongest, it is possible to c.J.l.vide th_e total ranfili..~re_ngtl! Y-aly~i; 
(between the. weakest and .the; stronge~t -specie~) i~~r__:~--~-~u_a_!_P.~!~;' 
Group A species are those w~ich are included in the upper th_ird of i· 
the__!ltrength___:ange, and so on. This will result in the thre~ groups 
containing unequar numbers of species but the Group _bo~~~~ries __ ".7~~1 I 
more uniformly cover the range of strength values. · · · 
3. The Strength of Tornillo 
Fernando and Hector showed me some extremely low beam test 
values for Tornillo: two or three beams, which apparently satisfied 
the grading rule, had modulus of rupture values less than 100 kg/cm2 • 
Considering that the Group C allowable stress is 140 kg/cm2 ~ this 
implies a fifth percentile value of 140 x 2.1 = 294 kg/cm It is 
clear that something is very wrong here. We went to the Previ 
Laboratory to examine several tested Tornillo beams; a third of them 
had high strength values, one third moderate strength, and one third 
low strength (less than 100 kg/cm2 ). Upon close examination, it was 
seen that the weakest beams each had several very fine, barely visible 
lines of compression failure wrinkles running across the grain. 
(These were distinct from the compression failure wrinkles which 
developed during the test because they occurred throughout the qeam 
and not just in the high-compression zones). The beam failures were 
brash or brittle and were associated with these wrinkles. I expect 
that these compression wrinkles were caused either during felling of 
the tree or, more likely, due to growth stresses in the standing tree 
("brittle heart"). 
There were no compression wrinkles seen in the strongest beams, 
and only a few in the beams of moderate strength. 
Therefore, in the case of Torriillo (and possibly other spec~es) 
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to exclude any member which possesses compression wrinkles. 
Because the strength of Tornillo is acutely sensitive to the 
presence of these barely visible defects, because its strength depends 
very much on the altitude of the site it comes from, because it is 
generally weak, flexible and highly variable, it is necessary to ask 
whether allowable stresses should be assigned to Tornillo at all. 
This is a question relating both to public safety and to developing 
Subregional confidence in the use of wood, ·and is asked in the full 
awareness of Tornillo's current widespread use in Peru. 
4. Derivation of Allowable Stresses; Factor of Safety 
Currently, the allowable stress in bending is obtained by qivid-
ing the fifth percentile value of modulus of rupture by 2.1 or 2.2. 
This value is the product of 1.7 and 1.3, where 1.7 is the ratio of 
short-term strength (10 minutes) to long-term strength (10 years) and I[ 1. 3 is the "true" factor of safety. In my opinion, this value is too 
j1 . low. The main reason fo.r my opinion is that there exists in the Sub-
. region very little experience in· the engineered use of wood, and in 
the use of all the species included in the Project. At this time, 
when an attempt is being made to increase the confidence of users in 
the structural suitability of wood, there is every reason to be con-
servative. Furthermore, the previous section of this report gave a 
clear example of unexpected factors being present which will substan-
tially weaken the strength of wood. 
I would reconnnend a factor of 3.0, rather than 2.2. As 
experience is gained in the future, it should be possible to decrease 
this value slightly. 
5. Standard Lumber Sizes 
As I mentioned earlierl.·~re are quite possibly too many 
"standard" sizes of lumber te1stetl in the Manual; they do not agree 
with existing Peruvian, North American or European standard sizes. In 
other words, they are probably one of the worst possible choices which 
could have been made. At Roberto's request, Dr L G Booth of 
Imperial College and I made a study for you of how to develop standard 
lumber sizes, and I presented the results of the study to Roberto and 
Christian when I was ,in Lima. Because some of the concepts are rather 
difficult and require a fairly careful reading, I won't attempt to 
summarize our recommendations here. A report on the study is being 
typed and will be sent to you soon. 
6. Phase Two 
(a) I had a long discussion on Phase Two with Emilio Cuevas while I 
was in Lima, and I think that he is preparing a summary of our talks 
for you. We discussed the possibility that wood construction may not 
be appropriate for low-income housing in the Subregion unless that--
housing is almost completely subsidized either by the government or by 
industry. However, wood seems to have a much greater potential use in 
construction which can be prefabricated, transported some considerable 
distance, and erected quickly. Examples are worker housing in mining 
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and forestry camps, and for military camps. 
Another potential use is as an export commodity. This would 
seem to be particularly appropriate right now in the context of the 
need for foreign exchange and relatively low.cost of labour in Peru, 
as well as providing a means to utilize an abundant natural resource. 
It might be easier. to consider doing the prefabrication in factories 
in the forest rather than on the coast and exporting eastwards, ie 
down the Amazon, rather than from the Pacific coast. The people in 
England with whom I have discussed this suggest that this could be 
successful but only if the "quality of the product is very high. It 
doesn't matter what the cos.t is if the quality .is too low to find an 
export market. These comments are offered to provide some guide-
lines for the development of prototype housing in Phase Two. 
(b} It has become clear from the results of Phase One that a very 
l
J important needed area of scientific research is in. developing the 
~ 1 correlations between defects (singly and in combination) found in 
tropical woods, and the strength of structural members. North 
American data has very little applicability here. Before any truly 
successful structural grading rule can be developed in South America, 




this relationship varies from one Species to anothe~. It is possibl~ 
that much of the raw data already exists from the beam tests of 
Phase One, and that what is needed is a careful study of this 
information by a group which includes a wood anatomist (eg Ana Maria 
Sibille). . 
. I 
One ·result of such a study is that we will finally be able to. ]' 
distinguish between defects which primarily affect the appearance of / 1 · 
a piece from those which primarily affect the strength. . 
Before the shear or racking behaviour of walls is studied in 
Phase Two, it is recommended that tfle current wor~on racking--;e;t 
methocrs-T"n Britain and Europe be reviewed. It will save a lot of 
time and trouble if this is done before your tests start. Incidentally, 
some of the US and Canadian data on shear wall and diaphragms can be 
used in the Manual until data is produced in the Subregion during 
Phase Two. 
Another particularly useful Phase Two activity is the ) . )1 r:;:} 
presentation of wood design seminar,s and courses throughout th 1 l_.; 
~ 
Subregion, but these should wait until the Manual is finisfieo. It now ; 
looks as though several months will be needed for this. . 
.) 
7. Other comments 
(a) My expenses for the visit totalled US$ 220.89. Roberto has the 
details of the expenditures and also my rebate to the Junta, which 
consists of a cheque for US$ 74.11 plus US$ 5.00 cash. 
(b) If you think that it might be useful for me to return to Lima 
to review the Manual once again prior to publication_,~d tell 
you that it will not be possible for me prior to@§ber 197~)ie until. 
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after ·r have returned to Toronto. 
(c) This report may be of interest to IDRC. May I have your per-
mission to send them a copy? 
I trust that these comments have been useful to you. Please 
let me know if you would like further elaboration on these, or any 
other, points. 
With best personal regards and wishes for the future, 
Sincerely 
F J KEENAN 
. , 


















Faculty of Forestry and Landscape Architecture 
University of Toronto 
203 College Street 
Toronto, Ontario, M5S lAl 
January 18, 1978 · 
Mr. J.H. Hulse, Director 
Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Sciences Division 
Interna'ti onal Development Research Centre 
Box 8500 
Ottawa, Ontario, KlG 3H9 / 
) Dear Mr. Hulse: c.... 
Re: Forestry Technology {Andean Pact) Project 
Centre File No. 3-P-74-0009 
Enclosed are two copies of my report "The Structural Utilization of 
. Hardwoods in the Andean Pact Countries: Review No. 4 of the Forestry 
Technology Project". l•Jith a copy of this letter, one copy of the 
report is being sent to Gilles Lessard, and one copy goes to Doug 
Daniels. · 
The tone of the report is generally negative, because it deals with 
all the problems encountered in the project; nevertheless, as a 
general comment, I regard phase one of the project as being enormously 
successful, in spite of all the problems. Its success can be measured 
in terms of the research data generated,in terms of the publications 
produced {at least two, the Cartilla and the Manual, will be of world stan9ard 
in terms of the number of technicians and profess i ona 1 s in the five · · 
Andean Pact countries who have grown and become of more potential 
service to the countries as a result of working in the project, in 
terms of the economic stimulation that will result from the increas~d 
utilization of a natural resource, in terms of a possible contribution 
to reducing the housing deficit in Latin America, but perhaps of most 
fundamental significance, in terms of the developing realization 
that the workers in the subregion can carry off such a major project 
by themselves. 
. .. 2 
~,; , '"' . . . . .. ·-.. " . 
-






Thank you once again for asking me to continue my involvement 
in this project. Please let me know if you would like further 
elaboration on any part of the report.· 
Encl.(2) 
Copies: L.G. Lessard 
D. Daniels 
Return address until July 31, 1978: 
F .J. Keenan 
c/o Dr. L.G. Booth 
Yours sincerely, 
F.J; Keenan, Ph.D., P.Eng. 
Associate Professor 
Wood Science and Forest Products 
Dept. of Civil Engineering 
Imperial College of Science and Technology 
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Strength Values for Wood and Limit States Design 
BORG MADSEN 
De(Jartment 1~/"Cil'il E11gi11eeri11K. University of Britislr Co/11111hi11, Vm1co111•er, British Columbia V6T I W5 
Received February 4, 1975 
Accepted May 28, 1975 
This paper describes the present method of deriving allowable stresses for wood. While this 
method has served adequately in the past its relevance to 'limit states design' is questioned and 
several of its shortcomings are pointed out. 
An alternative method of obtaining characteristic values for the strength properties of wood is 
suggested. A pilot investigation was carried oul to ascertain the amount of work involved in 
obtaining the necessary data. It would appear possible and practical to derive the characteristic 
values needed for 'limit states design' based upon 'in-grade testing'. 
It is suggested that such a method could result in improvements in the present grading rules and 
a more efficient use of our timber resource. 
L 'article decrit la methode actuelle de determination des taux de travail pour le bois. Bien que 
Celle methode Se soil revelee satisfaisante dans le passe, son a-propos est mis en doute quand On 
parle de calcul aux etats limites et plusieurs de ses faiblesses sont mises en relief. 
L'auteur propose une autre methode pour la determination des valeurs caracteristiques des 
resistances du ho is. On a mene une recherche echantillon en vue de connaitre la somme de travail 
qu'imposerait la determination des donnees necessaires; ii semble possible et realiste de definir 
les valeurs caracteristiques utilisees dans le calcul aux eta ts Ii mites et deduites d'essais par classe. 
On estime que celle methode pourrait ameliorer les regles actuelles de classification des bois et 
conduire a une meilleure utilisation de la ressource bois. I Traduit par la Revue] 
Introduction 
The adoption of 'limit states design' in the 
National Building Code of Canada 1975 pre-
sents both a challenge to and an opportunity 
for the timber industry (Allen 1975). 
It is a challenge in the sense that the industry 
will have to provide more relevant strength 
information of their products in order to take 
advantage of this new design concept. It is an 
opportunity in the sense that it allows the in-
dustry to establish a new base for the ap-
propriate strength properties. 
This paper reviews the present method of 
deriving allowable stresses used for structural 
design of wood and suggests an alternate 
method of obtaining relevant material informa-
tion suitable for limit states design. 
Present Method 
General 
The present method used to derive allow-
able stress for wood seems to have served 
society adequately in the past. An inordinate 
amount of structural failures has not been 
experienced. However, it is not possible to 
determine purely from practical experience 
whether some (possibly all) of the structures 
Can. J. Civ. Eng., 2, 270(1975) 
were overdesigned and hence were not as 
economical as they possibly could have been. 
The present allowable stresses are based 
upon testing of small, clear, straight grain 
specimens. The test results are then modified 
successively by factors which are supposed to 
convert the test results to represent the con-
ditions for commercial material. Allowable 
bending stresses are, for example, developed 
from testing specimens 2 in. x 2 in. x 28 in. 
(51 mm x 51 mm x 716 mm) in three point 
bending and the conversion is done according 
to the following formula: 
[I] 1T1111ownhl" h~111llJ11( = (x - 1.645s) X Fume 
X F111olHt11r" X F1..,1.,111 X F.,rude X (l/Fsnfety) 
(x - I .645s) Variability 
x is the average of the test results and s is 
the standard deviation. To substract 1 .645 
times s implies a calculation of the 5th per-
centile level assuming that the distribution of 
the test results is gaussian or normal. It is quite 
common that the coefficient of variation will 
be in the order of 15%. 
Fli'"" Duration of Load 
































MADSEN: STRENGTH VALUES FOR WOOD 271 
specimens at the United States Forest Products 
Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin, that a reduc-
tion in strength takes place with time. Thus 
material loaded to, say, 70% of its estimated 
short term strength will fail on the average 
after about 2000 h ( 83 days). A factor of 0.62 
is used to convert the short term strength to 
the predicted strength after 10 years. 
This period (10 years) is referred to as the 
normal load duration for which the allowable 
stresses are valid, and the designer modifies 
the allowable stresses further to suit his particu-
lar load conditions. For snow load, supposedly 
lasting for an accumulated period of 2 months, 
the designer may increase the allowable stresses 
by 15%. 
F11101st11rc Moisture Content 
This factor takes care of the change in 
strength as the wood dries out. The usual 
testing procedure calls for testing of the small 
clear specimens in the green condition (wet) 
and the F mui•tnn· factor allows for the conversion 
to dry condition. 
The allowable stresses are published for dry 
conditions and when necessary the designer will 
convert back to wet conditions, for instance, if 
the structure is such that the wood will have an 
average moisture content in excess of 15 % . 
F1i,.;"111 Height Effect 
The standard test for beams of 2 in. depth 
( 5 1 mm) gives values which are somewhat 
greater than those observed for beams of clear 
material but of greater depth. The F11e1~11 1 factor 
converts the 2 in. (51 mm) test results to 
material 12 in. (304 mm) deep. 
Furndc Grade Factor 
The grade factor takes into account the 
maximum strength reducing defect allowed 
within the grade. The maximum knot and the 
maximum slope of grain are coordinated in the 
grading rules. A 60% grade indicates that the 
reduction in strength caused by a knot can be 
a maximum of 40%. Similarly the maximum 
slope of grain for that grade should result in 
strength reduction close to but not more than 
40%. Other defects such as shake, split, etc. 
are restricted in a similar manner. The grades 
are described in the Standard Grading Rules 
for Canadian Lumber. 
Fsare1 11 Factor of Safety 
The final step is to divide by the factor of 
safety which is stated to be 1.3 for bending. 
This may seem low relative to other materials, 
but each reduction factor for wood has been 
selected conservatively and each contains an 
unspecified amount of safety so that the true 
safety factor is larger than the stated factor of 
safety. 
For all the worst conditions to be operable at 
the same time, a really weak basic material with 
the maximum size defect would be loaded for 
the full duration with an overload of 1.3 in 
unfavorable moisture conditions, which is very 
unlikely. 
Comments on Present Method 
General 
The foregoing sections describe in a general 
way the method of developing allowable stresses 
for wood. Some minor refinements have, for 
the sake of brevity, not been dealt with. For 
other strength properties the philosophy is the 
same but the magnitude of the factors may be 
different. 
An exception, however, is the modulus of 
elasticity, where the average value for the 
species is used. Differentiation according to 
grade for this property was not made in the 
National Building Code of Canada until 1970. 
At the time when allowable stresses for wood 
were first required (about 1930), many dif-
ferent species were available commercially, and 
the above method made sense because it was 
easy to apply to any species. However, condi-
tions have changed. In present building codes 
the concept of species groups has been intro-
duced. The 150 species of trees grown in 
Canada are divided into five groups of similar 
strength and allowable stresses are published 
for each species group rather than for the 
individual species. Species with similar strength 
properties are grouped together and the most 
conservative values have been selected to repre-
sent the allowable stresses for all the species in 
the group. The need for a quick method to 
determine the strength of individual species has 
thus diminished somewhat. 
Allowable stresses are published for two to 
five grades for each species group. However, 
it has become increasingly difficult to buy single 
grades of lumber. The commercial practice of 
selling, for instance, '#2 and better' has forced 
the designer to use allowable stresses for #2 
grade even though he will receive 25 % #2 
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grade and 75% #l grade or 'select structural'. 
He can. not take advantage of the strong mate-
rial in his design without segregating it on the 
job site. The 5th percentile value and therefore 
the allowable stress for #2 grade alone is ob-
viously lower than for the mixture #2 and 
better. 
If the commercial practice of marketing 
mixed grades of lumber cannot be changed, 
consideration should be given to standardize 
the grade mixes and publish allowable stresses 
for those mixes of grades and species which 
are commercially available. 
Format of Formula for Allowable Stresses 
Apart from the above general comments a 
closer look should be taken at the present sys-
tem from a technical point of view. It can be 
seen from the format of the formula for deriving 
allowable stresses that each factor is conceived 
as an independent phenomenon. However, as 
will be discussed later this is not so and the 
method is therefore an oversimplification which 
may very well work to the detriment of the 
lumber industry. 
Variability 
As mentioned the statistical treatment of the 
test results was predicated upon the assump-
tion that the population has a normal distribu-
tion. This may be correct for clear specimens. 
However, it has been found that strength dis-
tributions of commercial material, to which the 
allowable stresses are applied, are not neces-
sarily normally distributed. For instance in a 
test of two hundred and forty 2 x 6 Douglas 
Fir joists it was found that the distribution was 
posifrvely skewed and that a three parameter 
Weibull distribution, for example, provides a 
much closer fit as shown in Fig. 1. 
Had the assumption of normality and the 
standard method of estimating the 5th per-
centile level been applied to this data a 5th per-
centile value of 732 p.s.i. (5000 kPa) would 
have been obtained. The normal and Weibull 
distributions are compared in Fig. 1. It does 
not appear reasonable to expect that realistic 
allowable stresses can be derived by a method 
which has such a great discrepancy in the 
statistical assumption. The 5th percentile level 
has been chosen as the characteristic value to 
be used for materials in limit states design. 
Duration of Load 
In tests recently carried out at the University 
of British Columbia (Madsen 1971, 1972a,b) 
in which the 'duration of load' concept was 
investigated it was found that the time-strength 
relationship was highly dependent upon the 
initial strength of the material. High strength 
material (almost clear) did lose strength ap-
proximately as predicted by the Madison dura-
tion of load concept, whereas weak material 
(containing knots) did not show a significant 
drop in strength with time. It was thus estab-
lished that time to failure is not independent of 
initial strength as assumed in the present 
method of developing allowable stresses. 
Since it is the weakest pieces of the popula-
tion which determine the allowable stress it 
would appear that it is erroneous to apply the 
present duration of load factor. In most cases 
this has resulted in an error on the safe side. 
However, where the designer has used the per-
mitted I 00% increase for impact, it may have 
led to unsafe structures. 
Moisture Content 
As mentioned a factor for moisture content 
is also applied in deriving allowable stresses. 
In a test reported by Madsen ( I 972a, b) it 
was found that the strong portion of the 
material did show an increase in strength with 
decrease in moisture content. However, at the 
weak end of the population no such difference 
in strength could be detected. This is further 
evidence that the factors used in developing 
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allowable stresses are not independent variables 
as assumed. 
Another illustration of the same observation 
is shown in Fig. 2. Two groups of 2 x 10 
joist material were tested, one green (wet) , 
the other after it had dried to 12% moisture 
content. Small clear specimens were cut from 
each of the joists and also tested in the wet or 
dry conditions respectively. The test results of 
the small clear specimens are shown at the 
bottom of Fig. 2. 
The results are ranked from the smallest to 
the largest on the abscissa. The ordinate shows 
the failing stress. It can be observed that there 
is a pronounced difference in strength between 
the wet and dry testing conditions. In the top 
half of Fig. 2 the results are plotted in the 
same manner for the full size 2 x 1 O's. A 
strength difference does exist in the strong 
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Fm. 2. The effect of moisture content upon 
strength. 
but this strength difference disappears at about 
the 10th percentile level. 
This indicates that one cannot reliably trans-
pose results from small clear specimens to full 
size commercial material. 
Height Effect 
The height effect observed from testing with 
clear material may very well be correct but it 
is questionable if the same reduction would 
take place with commercial material where 
knots are the cause of failure. Whether this 
effect is greater or smaller in commercial 
material is not easy to predict without testing 
but undoubtedly it could be tied to the grade 
of the material and hence height effect and 
grade effect could not be expected to be in-
dependent. 
The observed height effect may very well 
be part of the size effect concept described by 
Bar,rett et al. 1975. 
Grade Effect 
As already pointed out, the grade factor has 
a pronounced effect upon F11111• and Fmo1sturu 
and may also be tied into F1 ... 1g11t· 
The present allowable stresses for joists in 
bending for #l grade is 84% of the allowable 
stress for select structural grade, #2 grade is 
68 % and #3 grade is 40% of the allowable 
stress for select structural. However, in a test 
containing a total of eight hundred and fifty 
2 x 6 Douglas Fir joists these ratios could not 
be confirmed. The results of the test are shown 
in Fig. 3. The normalized rank presentation is 
used. 
It can be observed that the present grading 
rules do not create the purported differences 
between # 1 grade and #2 grade. It would 
appear that #2 grade is stronger than #l grade. 
The #2 and #3 grade are in approximately 
correct positions relative to the select struc-
tural grade. 
The large spread in strength should also be 
noted. More than half of the select structural 
grade material has a strength of more than 
twice the sfrength at the 5th percentile level, 
indicating a poor performance from the pres-
ent visual grading system. 
Factor of Safety 
The actual factor of safety at a specified 
percentile level is not well established since, as 














Fm. 3. Strength distributions of four commercial 
grades based upon eight hundred and fifty 2 X 6 
Douglas Fir joists tested in bending. 
mentioned, the factors (Fttme, Fmoi•tnr•• etc.) 
have been selected conservatively. The present 
method cannot be expected to result in con-
sistent factors of safety and thus does not re-
sult in the optimum, economical, and safe use 
of wood. 
It would be desirable to have a constant 
factor of safety and it should be about the same 
as for other materials. For example, a basic 
nominal safety factor on tensile yield of 1.67 
is used for hot rolled steel, and 1.6 for alumi-
num and cold formed steel. 
Alternative Method: In-grade Testing 
General 
In light of the above, it seems highly desir-
able to review the basis for our allowable 
stresses for wood or, looking to the future, the 
basis upon which we are to develop charac-
teristic values to be used in conjunction with 
limit states design. It would appear that the 
small clear specimen approach has outlived its 
usefulness, since it does not manage to cor-
rectly reflect the strength of commercial mate-
rial. A logical first step is to change from tests 
of small specimens to 'in-grade testing' (testing 
of the material as it is produced in the sawmill). 
Such an approach may at first appear to be 
quite expensive but if one keeps in mind that 
we are mainly interested in the strength at the 
5th percentile level, it is possible to use a proof 
loading technique and, thereby, reduce the 
amount of material which will be destroyed 
during the testing. A· proof load which would 
break, say about 10% of the material, could 
be estimated or measured roughly through 
preliminary testing, and a large quantity of 
material could then be subjected to this load. 
The breaking stress of any piece of material 
which fails before the full proof load has been 
applied will be recorded. Material which does 
not break will be returned to mill output, but 
the number of pieces that were stronger than 
the proof load stress will be recorded also . 
The failure stresses for the material which 
failed can be ranked and, since large samples 
can be tested inexpensively in this manner, the 
5th percentile level can be obtained with the 
desired degree of accuracy. 
Pilot Test 
In order to obtain an assessment of the 
magnitude of work involved in this approach 
to deriving suitable characteristic values for 
wood, it was decided to carry out an experi-
ment with 2 x 6 lumber in bending. 
It is almost inherent in the method that the 
testing should be carried out in the sawmill 
rather than in the laboratory. The cost of 
bringing the material to the laboratory and a 
portion of it back to the mill again would be 
much higher than bringing a testing machine 
to the mill. 
A small testing machine, as shown in Fig. 4, 
was therefore built. It consists of a steel I-beam, 
a hydraulic cylinder, a spreader bar, and a 
hydraulic pumping unit with appropriate valv-
ing. The rate of travel of the cylinder can be 
adjusted by a flow control valve and the maxi-
mum load can be preset on a pressure release 
valve. 
The unit was made easily portable by cutting 
the beam into three sections and providing 
bolted connections. The whole unit could then 
fit into the trunk of an automobile (Fig. 5). 
The unit was calibrated on the laboratory 
equipment. Two technicians were sent to sev-
eral sawmills and after having explained the 
purpose of the test, excellent cooperation was 
received from the mill personnel. 
It was first established what species and 
grade mixtures were produced in the plant and 
the technicians would then request randomly 
selected packages of lumber to be brought to 
the testing machine. Each board in the package 
would be placed in the testing machine and the 
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Fm. 4. Testing beam with hydraulic pumping unit . 
Fm. 5. Testing unit fitting into an automobile trunk. 
present allowable stress was generated but it 
was found that only 3-5 % of the boards would 
fail at that stress level and the proof load was 
subsequently increased to three times the de-
sign stress. The load was applied in ,about 5 s 
and held for an additional 15 s. If the board 
broke the failing load would be recorded as 
well as the moisture content and grade stamp 
on the board. A note of failure mode was also 
made. The boards which did not fail would be 
reformed into packages but the technicians 
would keep track of the grade marked on the 
board and also of the number of boards they 
found to be off grade. The two technicians 
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FIG. 6. Results of in-grade testing 258 Douglas Fir 
2 x 6 joists of '2 and better' grade. 
were able to test an average of 600 boards per 
day. An example of the test results is shown 
plotted in Fig. 6. The abscissa is the rank and 
the equivalent percentile is also shown. The 
ordinate represents the failure stress. 
Test Results 
One mill located on the coast and three 
mills in the interior of British Columbia were 
visited during this pilot test and the results are 
shown in Table 1. The results are, of course, 
not conclusive and can at best only show 
some trends. 
One would expect variations in strength from 
location to location due to differences in growth 
conditions for the trees and many more mills 
would have to be investigated before conclu-
sions could be established. A few of the mills 
should also be tested at different times to see 
by how much the strength would vary due to 
changes in log supply and grading practice. 
It would appear from the table that the 
present allowable stresses do not result in a 
uniform factor of safety at the 5th percentile 
level. The 'Spruce-Pine-Fir' group seems un-
derrated relative to the Douglas Fir. The #3 
grade also seems underrated even though this 
grade should have been proof loaded at a 
higher stress level. 
The absolute level of safety, or the charac-
teristic values, cannot be derived from this 
kind of testing alone. The duration of load 
factor for commercial lumber is presently being 
investigated and before that test is completed 
it is not possible to establish the proper charac-
teristic value. Similarly, the effect of moisture 
content should be further assessed for com-
mercial material. 
Other Tests for Lumber 
The pilot investigation showed that it is 
practical to undertake in-grade testing of lum-
ber in bending. However, other properties will 
also have to be included. Information on the 
modulus of elasticity was not collected in the 
pilot study but it would be very easy to obtain 
that data either as part of the proof loading or 
in a separate test. Since such a test need not 
be destructive, the whole sample could be 
measured and the full distribution of E-values 
obtained. This could be important information 
for design of structures where load sharing 
takes place. 
In-grade testing for compression and tension 
values would require a different test setup but 
a portable apparatus could, no doubt, be de-
signed to take care of both these properties. 
It may not be possible to transport such a 
heavy piece of equipment in a car; a light 
truck may have to be used. 
Values for shear could possibly be obtained 
on the bending machine by use of a spreader 
bar which would place the load closer to the 
supports and, thus, create a loading more prone 
to failure in shear. 
Testing of Glued-laminated Beams 
The testing philosophy may have to be 
changed somewhat for glulam beams. The 
much greater cost of material would, no doubt, 
prohibit the use of as large samples as is en-
visaged for lumber. It will be necessary to 
develop a more refined statistical approach 
but it would be possible to use the proof load-
ing approach even for testing of glulam beams 
in the plants. A few portable cylinders and an 
assortment of brackets would enable the tech-
nicians to make suitable test setups in which 
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TABLE 1. In-grade test results 
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Obviously, the time required for each test 
would be much longer than for lumber but 
over a period of time very valuable informa-
tion could be gathered. Fortunately, only a 
few stress grades of glulam are used. 
Tension and compression tests for glulam 
could best be carried out in the laboratory 
since very heavy equipment is needed. 
Other Testing 
Characteristic values for connectors are al-
ready based upon full scale tests and any addi-
tional information required would best be 
obtained from laboratory testing. Plywood is 
now being tested in grade and should not 
present any additional problems. 
Other Benefits 
Using the proposed method it would be 
possible to collect data which could result in 
improvements of the grading rules. The per-
sonnel involved in the testing should be capable 
of grading according to the NLGA Standard 
Grading Rules of Canadian Lumbers. They 
should keep detailed records of what kind of 
defect appears to be the cause of failure. 
Through such records it may be possible to 
recommend improvements to the grading rules 
by identifying requirements which may now be 
unnecessarily restrictive. It may also be possible 
to identify defects which cause an unreason-
able lowering of the strength for the grade. 
Such defects could possibly be prohibited for 
the grade under consideration. 
Since the equipment involved in the testing 
(at least for bending) is rather inexpensive, it 
may be possible for the mills to obtain such 
equipment which would enable them to run 
periodic quality control checks. Alternatively, 
the grading supervisors should be equipped 
with portable testing units and they could run 
strength checks during their inspections. As it 
is today, very few graders have ever witnessed 
a bending test of a board and they would have 
very little knowledge of what kind of defect 
is liable to cause the most severe strength re-
ductions. 
Evaluation of the Proposed Method 
The proposed method for obtaining charac-
teristic values for wood has some very impor-
tant advantages relative to the present method. 
1. Large sample size can be obtained rela-
tively easily, which will diminish the problem 
of statistical interpretation. 
2. It deals with the end product and removes 
the uncertainties with regard to grade effect. 
3. lt deals with full size material and the 
size effect or height effect is included in the 
measurement. 
4. The method can be used to interact with 
the grading rules and thus lead to improve-
ments of them, which would result in better 
economical usage of our timber resource. 
5. It would be possible to use the method 
to monitor the production and it could, thus, 
increase the reliability of the product. 
The method does require that better knowl-
edge and understanding of the duration of load 
phenomenon be obtained, but this would apply 
to the old method as well. It is also assumed 
that better information on the effect of moisture 
content should be obtained. 
An apparent disadvantage is the cost in-
volved in the testing. However, if one considers 
the possible savings which can be achieved 
through more economical use of timber, the 
cost of testing will be very small indeed. 
Conclusions 
1. In light of the upcoming change in the 
National Building Code of Canada to 'limit 
states design' it would appear that small clear 
specimens have outlived their usefulness as the 
basis for developing allowable stresses or char-
acteristic values for wood properties. 
2. In-grade testing using a proof loading 
approach seems to be a suitable alternate 
method for determining characteristic strength 
properties for wood to be used in conjunction 
with limit states design. 
3. A more accurate time-strength relation-
ship for commercial wood needs to be estab-
lished and the effect of moisture content upon 
strength should also be clarified. 
4. The proposed method affords direct op-
portunities for improving both the grading 
rules and the quality of the wood products. 
5. Consideration should be given to estab-
lishing the strength properties in accordance 
with the commercial practice of selling mixed 
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